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Abstract

In this dissertation we investigate compiler techniques to address the performance problems caused by heterogeneous execution frequency of code in the same function and heterogeneous access pattern of fields in the same data structure. These heterogeneous characteristics are bad for performance. On one hand, it is frequent that instructions in the same function have very different execution frequencies. There is often infrequently referenced cold code, such as exception handlers, intertwined in frequently invoked hot functions. Cold code in hot functions not only degrades instruction cache efficiency but also makes host functions too large to be inlined. On the other hand, programmers organize their data layout in a semantically meaningful way that often does not match the runtime access pattern well. This data organization causes inefficient data cache utilization.

We use compiler outlining techniques to address these performance problems that are difficult to handle by programmers. For programs with heterogeneous execution frequency, we use function outlining to split cold code out of the host function. Function outlining makes the host function smaller and more amenable for inlining optimization because the compiler is then able to do partial inlining, i.e. inline only the hot parts of a callee. To address the heterogeneous data pattern issue, we use data outlining or reshaping, which splits large data structures into smaller ones, to improve the efficiency of data
We describe in detail the necessary analysis and transformations needed to preserve correct program behavior in code and data outlining. In both function outlining and data outlining, we conduct a study of possible strategies. Our study shows that, although function outlining can be used to reduce function sizes (by up to 97%) and partial inlining improves performance by up to 5.75%, partial inlining has very limited effect on enabling more aggressive inlining for SPEC2000 benchmarks. The major benefits of partial inlining are actually the benefits of function outlining, which become more pronounced when inlining is enabled. We also found that data reshaping could improve performance dramatically: one of the benchmarks studied achieves 2.1 times speedup with proper reshaping strategy. Detailed analysis explains these performance results.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Goal

Over the past four decades, we have been witnessing the ever-increasing speed of modern microprocessors due to advances in semiconductor fabrication and architectural innovation. On the other hand, people are working hard to improve programmer productivity by adopting software engineering techniques that emphasize modularity, code reuse, and maintainability. There is a gap between performance engineering and software engineering. Software productivity is often emphasized and the programs produced with advanced software engineering techniques are often suboptimal in performance because they cannot fully utilize the resources or architectural features of the underlying hardwares. This gap is still widening. A good compiler should bridge this gap by transforming high-level applications into hardware-friendly binaries.

In this dissertation, we deal with two specific problems arising from the semantic gap between software engineering and performance engineering. The first problem stems from the heterogeneous frequency\(^1\) of code in a single function. When writing a program, programmers tend to place semantically-related code together in a function, even though the execution frequencies of these codes might differ significantly. A good example is error and exception handling code. As a consequence, there are often many cold (i.e. infrequently-executed) code segments in a hot function. Putting code segments with heterogeneous execution frequencies together deteriorates instruction cache efficiency.

\[^1\]In this thesis, we call the number of occurrences of executing a piece of code the execution frequency of the code. Similarly, the number of times a piece of data is accessed is its access frequency. Heterogeneous frequency is a conceptual term. When two frequencies are very different (e.g. 0 versus 100000), we say they are heterogeneous.
ciency, interferes with a compiler's goal of focusing its resources and time on frequently-executed code, and, more importantly, makes host functions too large to be inlined.

The second problem studied in this thesis is the performance penalty due to a semantics-oriented data layout. In high-level programming languages, programmers use aggregate data structures, such as structs and classes, to organize their data. All the features of a given object are put together in the same aggregate data structure, without consideration of runtime access patterns. This data layout also prevents better performance for several reasons. First, the frequency of access to fields in the same data type may vary significantly with hot fields accessed very frequently and cold fields seldom referenced. Placing fields with very different access frequencies together in memory hurts performance because the cold fields pollute the data cache and waste memory bandwidth. Second, the runtime data access pattern might not be consistent with the access frequency distribution. In other words, hot fields are not necessarily accessed together. This means that the temporal locality of certain hot fields is degraded by other hot fields.

During preliminary investigation toward this thesis, we spotted the above-mentioned problems in some popular benchmarks. This motivated us to investigate the performance potential of compiler techniques to address these problems. Since the performance setback of heterogeneous characteristics in both instruction and data were unclear at the start of our study, we decided to study both.

Generally, the unifying technique of this thesis, outlining, consists of removing a cold part from a hot host function or data structure. To handle the cold code segments in a hot function, we use function outlining to split them out of their host functions and generate new functions to hold these split code segments. The original code segments in the host functions are replaced by function calls to the new functions. Function outlining separates hot code from cold code and makes the original hot function smaller and therefore more amenable to inlining optimization. Because only the hot portions in a function are inlined after function outlining, we call it partial inlining. To make the data layout more friendly to the underlying hardware, we split an object into two or more smaller objects. Each smaller object holds fields that have high access affinity. Accordingly, we split arrays that contain aggregate data structures into multiple smaller arrays. The result of the data outlining is a data layout that has a smaller memory footprint, has better locality and is more amenable to hardware data prefetching.

Important research questions include:

- Would function outlining followed by partial inlining yield performance improvements in industry-standard benchmarks? To achieve partial inlining, we need region identification algorithms to find the cold code segments in a hot function. Sometimes the cold code in a function is not
well organized. Therefore, we need some transformations to reorganize the codes so that they are easier to split. Regions that are split out of the host function might cause extra runtime function calls. We could suffer serious performance degradation if hot codes are split out of a host function. To gain performance by partial inlining, the performance degradation of function outlining itself must be kept strictly under control. Hence, function outlining must achieve a balance between reduced host function sizes and potential increase in runtime function calls. Finally, to make function outlining safe, we also need to preserve correct program behavior when splitting code out of a function.

- Can data outlining be made safe to be integrated into a production-level compiler? The transformed program must retain its original semantics. Because of the prevailing usage of pointers and type casting in the C/C++ programming languages, transforming data accesses is not a trivial task. If two data accesses are aliased with each other, transforming one of them means that we must also update the other one. Also, data outlining should be avoided if a memory location is referenced through multiple views; it is dangerous to do transformation without a consistent starting point. If the safety problem is solved, does data outlining results in performance improvements?

1.2 Contributions

The primary contributions in this dissertation include:

- By carefully tuning the inlining framework in the Open Research Compiler (ORC), we found that large function bodies are among the major impediments to beneficial inlining. This suggests an opportunity for function outlining and partial inlining.

- In our function outlining work, we propose a region formation algorithm based on an abstract syntax tree. Our region formation algorithm efficiently exploits high-level control flow structures, and their associated feedback information, to identify candidate regions for outlining. We formulate the Optimal Outlining Problem and argue that it is NP-hard. Then we devise an effective heuristic to analyze the benefits of outlining a region. This heuristic decision weighs the benefit of reducing the host function size against the execution frequency of the extra function calls introduced. We describe how to patch the control flow and the data flow to preserve the program semantics in outlining. Because outlining is an early code transformation, it may negatively impact existing downstream optimizations. Our experiments show that complex alias relationships...
created by outlining parameters have a major impact on downstream optimizations and may result in the introduction of substantial memory spills. To handle this problem, we propose a novel technique, called alias agent, to disambiguate parameters created to pass references to outlined functions. Finally, we study two orthogonal function splitting strategies: (1) collective versus independent splitting; and (2) splitting with versus without alias agent. This study shows that selecting the correct strategy is crucial. Independent splitting with alias agent reduces function sizes significantly while minimizing the performance penalty of outlining. Based on our function outlining work, we report the performance results of partial inlining.

- We build Forma, a practical data outlining (or data reshaping) framework that can be used to automatically analyze and transform C/C++ programs. Forma consists of a data shape analysis, including both alias analysis and data type analysis, structure partition planning and array reshaping transformations. Forma has been integrated into the IBM XL C/C++ V7.0 compiler. We also conduct an empirical study of two orthogonal reshaping decisions: frequency-based object partition × affinity-based object partition × maximum object partition; and address-arithmetic-based × pointer-based array splitting. Some important, but subtle, insights on data reshaping are exposed by a thorough analysis and empirical study. We found that data reshaping could improve performance significantly. Experimental results also suggest that the combination of address-arithmetic-based array splitting and the seemingly naive maximal object splitting achieves the best or close-to-best performance on the studied benchmarks.

1.3 Dissertation Organization

Both function outlining and data outlining are inter-procedural optimizations that require runtime profiling information to estimate optimization benefits. Therefore, as a background introduction, Chapter 2 describes important concepts that are directly relevant to this thesis. We first introduce inter-procedural optimization (IPO) and profiling-guided optimization. Then we use the Open Research Compiler (ORC) as an example to demonstrate how a compiler's behavior changes when IPO is involved. Chapter 3 investigates the inlining trade-offs and identifies the partial inlining opportunities in the SPEC INT2000 benchmarks. Chapter 4 proposes function outlining and discusses its design and implementation. We also report our results of partial inlining in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 handles the data layout problem and presents Forma, a data outlining framework that is safe and automatic. We conclude this disser-
tation in Chapter 6 by summarizing our contributions and by presenting some extension opportunities.
Chapter 2

Background

This section introduces the background for this dissertation. The research in this dissertation consists of two inter-procedural optimizations (IPO): function outlining and data outlining. Both of them require inter-procedural analysis (IPA) and runtime feedback information. Therefore, in this section we discuss inter-procedural optimizations and profiling-guided compiler optimizations. We use the Open Research Compiler (ORC) [1], one of our research platforms, as an example to demonstrate how a compiler’s behavior changes when IPO is involved.

2.1 Inter-Procedural Optimization (IPO)

The placement of related program segments into separate procedures hides useful information, limits the scope of compiler analysis, and prevents the aggressive application of compiler optimizations. Classic optimizations, such as common sub-expression elimination, constant propagation, alias analysis, code scheduling, and register allocation, cannot be easily applied across procedure boundaries. In an intra-procedure compilation framework, the boundaries of procedures are barriers that prevent compiler optimization. In the example shown in Figure 2.1, assume that there is only one place in the entire program that calls $bar$. A compiler that has no cross-boundary information about $main$ and $bar$ has to conservatively assume that the values of the parameters passed to $bar$ are only known at runtime.

However the second parameter to the invocation of $bar$, variable $a$ in $main$ is a constant that can be propagated from $main$ to $bar$, as shown in Figure 2.2.

After the constant propagation, the second parameter to $bar$ is not needed anymore and can be eliminated. Also, the definition of variable $a$ in main is
void
main()
{
    int a, i, sum;
    sum = 0;
    a = 10;
    for(i=0; i<1000000; i++) {
        sum += 10 * i / 100;
    }
    printf("%d\n", sum);
}

void
mainQ
{
    int a, i, sum;
    sum = 0;
    for(i=0; i<1000000; i++) {
        sum += 1000 / 1000;
    }
    printf("%d\n", sum);
}

int
bar(int Li, int La)
{
    int j, result=0;
    for(j=0; j<Li; j++)
        result += i * j;
    return result;
}

Figure 2.1: The procedure barrier against compiler optimization

int
bar(int Li, int La)
{
    int j, result=0;
    for(j=0; j<Li; j++)
        result += i * j;
    return result;
}

Figure 2.2: Inter-procedural constant propagation on variable a
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no longer used, and therefore can be eliminated by dead code elimination. These transformations produce the code shown in Figure 2.3. To find these optimization opportunities, a compiler must analyze the data and control flow both in the caller and in the callee.

```c
void main()
{
    int a, i, sum;
    sum = 0;
    for(i=0; i<1000000; i++)
        sum += i / 100;
    printf("%d\n", sum);
}

int bar(int Li)
{
    int j, result=0;
    for(j=0; j<Li; j++)
        result += j;
    return result;
}
```

Figure 2.3: Inter-procedural constant propagation enables function specialization and dead store elimination

Inter-Procedural Optimization (IPO), also called cross-module optimization or whole-program optimization, improves the performance of programs by exploring optimization opportunities across procedure boundaries. By taking advantage of these opportunities, IPO eliminates the performance penalty associated with small program units, and thus enables programmers to take advantage of software modularity. IPO has been implemented in most modern industry-strength compilers and has proved to be a very effective optimization technique. For instance, in the HP-UX 10.20 compiler, Ayers et al. demonstrated a performance improvement of 32% for the SPECint95 benchmark on a PA8000-based workstation [7]. Later, they reported that IPO can speed up independent software vendor’s applications, with as many as 5 million lines of source code, by as much as 71% [8].

To be employed in commercial compilers, IPO must be carefully designed. First of all, IPO requires that the compiler be able to analyze and optimize code throughout the application. Usually compilers have access to the whole program only during the linking phase, when all the relocatable object files are
read and linked together to create an executable file. Thus, inter-procedural optimizations are often implemented in the linker [65, 66]. We call these inter-procedural optimizations link-phase IPOs or low-level IPOs. The input to low-level IPOs consists of relocatable instructions. Implementing IPO in the link phase has two major advantages. First, link-phase IPO has access to the whole application because static library code is available in the link-phase but is not easily available in earlier phases. The second advantage is that link-phase optimizations have access to low-level information. Examples of low-level information includes register usage, register availability, function layout, and procedure sizes. Some low-level IPOs, such as inter-procedural register allocation and code placement, can only be performed in the link phase.

However, important IPOs cannot be applied in the link phase because binary instructions in object files have lost required high-level information. A good example is type and aggregate data construct information that is essential for the efficiency of inter-procedural alias analysis. Another important drawback of low-level IPO is that the link phase takes place at the very end of the compilation process, which means that some optimization opportunities originated by IPO have little chance to be explored. Therefore it is also desirable that some inter-procedural optimizations be performed on higher level language representations of the program. We call these inter-procedural optimizations high-level IPOs.

A high-level IPO method consists of introducing a fake linker early in the compilation. This fake link phase reads and analyzes all the available source code. However, instead of relocatable binaries, the input and output of the fake linker are both high-level intermediate representations. Hence, after the fake high-level IPO, other classic optimization techniques can be applied efficiently on the high-level intermediate representation.

Many modern compilers, including the MIPSPro compiler [48], the Open Research Compiler, the HP-UX compiler [8], and the IBM XL compiler [24], implement high-level IPO with a fake linking phase.

2.1.1 Tractable IPO

An obstacle to IPO is that, when applied to large applications, it might result in excessive compilation time and excessive memory space requirements for the compiler. Earlier IPO experiences suggest that a naive IPO design cannot be used for large applications. For example, the IPO-enabled compiler in HP-UX9.0 requires, on average, 1.7KB of memory for each line of source code [8], which makes even the compilation of some moderate-sized benchmarks very memory-demanding and time-consuming. The problem is even worse for commercial software with millions of lines of source code. There are several ways to address the IPO scalability issue. First, the data structures in the compiler must be carefully designed. Complex data management techniques might be
employed to schedule the loading of information into memory when it is needed and swapping it out to external storage or discard it according to its expected future use. Second, IPO can be selectively applied to the most important units of the program. The 80-20 rule predicts that usually only a very small portion (20%) of the code consumes most of the execution time (80%) [15]. Thus the compiler should focus its optimization efforts on the most executed program units, which consist of only a small portion of the whole application. The selection of the optimization target can be guided by programmer intervention or by profiling information.

2.2 Profiling-guided IPO

Whole program analysis and optimization is often impractical because of its excessive time and memory requirements. Given the large variance in the potential benefit of analyzing and optimizing each call site, IPO must optimize call sites selectively. IPO may increase the size of some procedures through inlining or code duplication and cause longer compilation times. In some cases, IPO may even produce slower programs because of unexpected adverse effects in instruction caches and register usage. Thus, compilers must select call sites that are amenable to inter-procedural optimization. This selection is often informed by profiling information.

Profiling-guided compilation requires more than one compilation and execution of the application before the final executable code is generated. The simplest profiling-guided compilation requires three steps: two rounds of compilation and one round of execution taking place between the compilations. First, the compiler inserts counters to collect run-time statistics. These counters may be inserted either in the original source code or in an intermediate representation of the program. Runtime statistics collected include call site frequencies, the frequency in which each branch is taken or not taken, the number of iterations executed by each loop, and so on. We call this phase the instrumentation phase. The second phase is the instrumented execution of the instrumented program with a training data input. The counters inserted in the code collect runtime statistics and save these statistics in a formatted file that can be interpreted by a later compilation. Finally, the runtime statistics gathered during the instrumented execution are used to guide the second compilation. The action of associating the source code, or the intermediate representation, with its respective frequency information is called annotation.

Feedback information is beneficial for optimization when the training data set is representative of typical input data sets. However, profiling-guided compilation comes at a cost. The need for preliminary compilation and for a training execution is inconvenient and time-consuming. Often, the instru-
mented program needs much more time to compile and to execute. Experiments show that instrumented programs slow down by 30-1,000% when compared with their non-instrumented versions [5, 14, 17, 20, 34]. Thus, efficient profiling has concerned several researchers [6, 11, 13]. An alternative to instrumentation and feedback information is to use an estimation of the execution frequency distribution in an application through static program analysis [12, 19, 29, 40, 90, 97].

Another drawback of profiling-based optimization is that its effectiveness depends on the training input set. The training input must be representative of the actual input at runtime to generate appropriate feedback information. However, research shows that the representativeness is not a big problem in real profiling-based optimizations [32, 90]. Our work is based on profiling information.

2.3 IPO Case Study

In this dissertation, function outlining is conducted using the Open Research Compiler (ORC) and data outlining is conducted using the Toronto Portable Optimizer (TPO). Both compilers handle IPO in a similar fashion. We will use ORC as an example to show how IPO-involved compilation is different from compilation without IPO. ORC is an open-source compiler that is adapted from the SGI MIPSPro compiler. ORC generates executables for Itanium Processor Family (IPF) processors. ORC inherits from the MIPSPro compiler a mature compilation infrastructure, a rich optimization set including IPO, and complete program analysis support. This excellent pedigree makes ORC a very good platform for experimenting with novel research ideas.

2.3.1 ORC without IPO

When IPO is not invoked, ORC works like a traditional compiler as shown in Figure 2.4. ORC transforms source code into executable in two phases. The first phase, shown inside the dotted ellipse in Figure 2.4, is the modular compilation of each source code file to generate a corresponding object code files. The second phase is the linking of the object files into the final executable.

During the first phase, each source code file is first translated by the compiler front-end (FE) into its intermediate representation called WHIRL (Winning Hierarchical Intermediate Representation Language). The WHIRL object file is then transformed by the compiler middle-end (ME) and back-end (BE) into a relocatable object file. The WHIRL transformation iterates on all the program units (PUs) in a source code file.
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WHIRL Transformation Levels

The compiler gradually translates the source code from high-level language constructs to low-level machine instructions. As more and more optimization techniques are added into ORC, the robustness and maintainability of the compiler itself becomes an important concern. To address this issue, the WHIRL transformation is further divided into several phases, resulting in several WHIRL levels. The higher the WHIRL level, the closer the WHIRL representation is to the original source code. When the program is transformed from the very high-level WHIRL to the very low-level WHIRL, the hierarchical constructs from the high-level programming language are gradually lowered to flat instruction-like constructs.

Optimizations have to be orchestrated carefully so that they take place at the proper WHIRL levels. There might be several reasons for some optimizations to occur at higher levels of WHIRL representation. First, at the higher levels, the compiler can access more accurate information, such as control flow constructs and complex data types, from the original program. For example, some programming language operations are represented by a single high-level WHIRL statement. Thus, it is easy to find redundant operations by testing if the operator and the operands are the same or not. However, once these high-level constructs are lowered to several low-level WHIRL statements, it is more difficult to detect the redundant operations. Moreover, high-level transforma-
tions are more efficient and easier to implement because a high-level WHIRL
representation typically contains fewer, but more expressive, statements.

On the other hand, some optimizations can only take place on a low-
level intermediate representation. For example, register allocation has to be
conducted at the end of the compilation because only at that time can the
compiler access all the variables, including the original variables in the program
and the temporary variables generated by earlier compiler transformations.

Some optimizations, such as dead store elimination and copy propagation,
need to be repeated several times throughout the compilation. One reason
is that the opportunities for these optimizations appear after other transfor-
mations are performed. Moreover, these optimizations, in turn, might enable
further optimizations. Another important reason to perform some optimiza-
tions multiple times is that, when applied early, they help make the WHIRL
representation more concise and more tractable for downstream transforma-
tions.

Middle-end and Back-end Optimizations

A large repertoire of code optimizations takes place along with WHIRL trans-
formations. Some of these optimizations are machine-independent while others
are very sensitive to the low-level micro-architectural organization. Machine-
independent optimizations usually take place before machine-dependent ones.
Thus WHIRL transformations are also divided into two phases. The ear-
ier phase is formed by the machine-independent middle-end optimizations.
Middle-end optimizations include the incremental lowering of the interme-
diate representation of the program, the high-level loop optimizations, and
other traditional optimizations. The later phase performs the back-end op-
timizations, which are machine-dependent. Back-end optimizations include
register allocation, code scheduling, etc.

2.3.2 ORC with IPO

ORC implements a complete IPO facility. Figure 2.5 shows the compilation
process in ORC when IPO is invoked. IPO creates opportunities for other
middle-end and back-end code optimizations. Therefore IPO must be per-
formed before such optimizations.

Source-code files are fed into the front-end for the generation of intermedi-
ate representation in the form of WHIRL-object files. Then Inter-Procedural
Lowering (IPL)\(^1\) reads the WHIRL object files and the feedback information,
analyzes them one-by-one, and writes the frequencies, estimated size, and es-
timated number of cycles executed in each procedure into the original WHIRL

\[^1\]IPL is a preparation phase for IPO. Probably ORC uses this term for historical reasons.
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Figure 2.5: IPO-involved ORC compilation
objects into files. IPO takes these annotated intermediate representations as input to inlining and other inter-procedural optimizations. After IPO, the procedures are fed to the traditional optimizer to generate relocatable objects. Finally, the linker is invoked to generate the executable.

From Figure 2.5, we can see that, compared with the front-end, with the back-end, and with the IPL, the operation of IPO is more similar to a linker. The IPO reads all the available WHIRL object files and analyzes them together. This is necessary to enable the compiler to access the whole application instead of a single procedure or source file. By analyzing the information about all the source files, the compiler can perform inlining across the boundaries of different source files. This wider scope for optimization is important for performance because closely-related callers and callees do not always reside in the same source file.
Chapter 3

Inlining Tuning

3.1 Introduction

Function inlining is a very important optimization technique that replaces a function call with the body of the function [7, 22, 25, 26, 27, 30, 47, 59, 87]. One advantage of inlining is that it eliminates the overhead resulting from a function call. The savings are especially pronounced for applications where only a few call sites are responsible for the bulk of the run-time function invocations; inlining those call sites significantly reduces the function invocation overhead. For example, mcf (one of the SPEC2000 benchmarks) contains 34 call sites. Among these call sites, there are 5 that are executed more than 10 million times and 4 call sites that are executed more than 1 million times in a standard SPEC2000 training execution. These 9 call sites account for 99.85% of all the function invocations in mcf. Our experiments show that inlining the 15 most frequent call sites can reduce the running time of mcf by more than 9%.

Inlining also expands the context of static analysis. This wider-scoped analysis creates opportunities for other optimizations. Because the body of the callee is now available at the call site, conservative assumptions that the compiler would previously make about the call site are no longer required.

Another advantage of inlining is the improvement of cache efficiency. From the point of view of the data cache (D-cache), after inlining there is no need to create parameters to pass the caller's variables that are referenced by the callee. Thus, a variable that previously had separate representations in the caller and in the callee can now be reduced to a single memory location or even promoted to a register. This storage consolidation reduces the data access footprint of the application and improves the use of the memory hierarchy. A
similar advantage also exists for the instruction cache (I-cache). After inlining, closely related segments of code are placed together, reducing the chances of instruction cache conflicts [72].

However, inlining can have negative effects. One problem with inlining is the growth of the code, also known as code bloat. Because a procedure may be called from multiple call sites, it is often not possible to eliminate a procedure after inlining a single call site. Thus, the final executable file must contain several copies of the procedure: the original one and the inlined copies. With the growth of functions because of inlining, the compilation time and the compiler memory space requirement may become intolerable because some of the algorithms used for static analysis have super-linear complexity.

Besides of the compilation time and memory resource cost, inlining might also have the adverse effect of increasing the execution time of the application. After inlining, the register pressure may become a limitation because the caller now contains more code, more variables, and more intermediate values. This additional storage requirement may not fit in the register set available in the machine. Thus, if the register allocator cannot do a good job, inlining may increase the number of register spills resulting in a larger number of load and store instructions executed at runtime.

The above discussion of the benefits and drawbacks of inlining leads to an intuitive criterion to decide which call sites are good candidates for profitable inlining. The value of the benefits of inlining, such as eliminating function-call overhead, enabling more optimization opportunities, and improving cache efficiency, depend on the execution frequency of the call site. The more frequently a call site is invoked, the more promising is the inlining of the site. If the call site is invoked only a couple of hundred times in a long execution, inlining it is unlikely to produce any improvement.

On the other hand, the negative effects of inlining relate to the size of the caller and the size of the callee. Larger functions tend to have worse cache behavior and higher register pressure. Inlining large callees results in more serious code bloat, and, probably, performance degradation due to additional memory spills.1

Thus, we have two basic guidelines for inlining. First, the call site must be very frequent, and, second, neither the callee nor the caller should be too large. Most of the papers that address inlining take these two factors into consideration in their inlining analysis.

In this chapter we describe our experience in tuning the inlining heuristics for the Open Research Compiler (ORC). The main contributions of this chapter are:

---

1A memory spill occurs when the register allocation algorithm is not able to fit all live values into registers. In this case, some values must be written temporarily (spilled) to memory.
• We propose adaptive inlining to enable aggressive inlining for small benchmarks. Usually, small benchmarks are amenable to aggressive inlining as shown in Section 3.4. Adaptive inlining becomes conservative for large benchmarks such as gcc because the negative effects of aggressive inlining are often more pronounced in such benchmarks.

• We introduce the concept of cycle density to control code bloat and compilation-time increase.

• Our detailed experimental results show the potential of inlining. We investigate the impediments to beneficial inlining and motivate function outlining and partial inlining.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes the existing inlining analysis in ORC and its limitations. Section 3.3 describes our enhancements to the inlining analysis (adaptive inlining and cycle density heuristics) and Section 3.4 studies performance, finds the impediments for inlining frequent call sites, and motivates function outlining and partial inlining. Section 3.5 reviews related work. The findings presented in this chapter were published in [99].

3.2 Overview of ORC Inlining

To control the negative effects of inlining, we should inline selectively. How do we determine whether a call site is suitable for inlining? The performance effect of inlining an edge of the call graph depends on two factors: the execution frequency of the site and the size of the callee. The problem of selecting the most beneficial call sites while satisfying the code bloat constraints can be mapped to the knapsack problem, which has been shown to be NP-complete [37, 79]. Thus, heuristics are often used to estimate the gains and the costs of each potential inlining. ORC uses profiling information to calculate the temperature of a call site to approximate the potential benefit of inlining an edge $E_i(p, q)$ that represents a call site in a function $p$ that calls a function $q$.²

$$\text{temperature}_{E_i(p, q)} = \frac{\text{cycle}\_\text{ratio}_{E_i(p, q)}}{\text{size}\_\text{ratio}_q}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where:

$$\text{cycle}\_\text{ratio}_{E_i(p, q)} = \frac{\text{freq}_{E_i(p, q)}}{\text{freq}_q} \times \frac{\text{cycle}\_\text{count}_q}{\text{Total}\_\text{cycle}\_\text{count}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

²Because function $p$ may call $q$ at different call sites, the pair $(p, q)$ does not define an unique call site. Thus, we add the subscript $i$ to uniquely identify the $i^{th}$ call site from $p$ to $q$. 
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\[
size_{ratio}^q = \frac{size_q}{Total\_application\_size} \tag{3.3}
\]

where \(freq_{E_i(p,q)}\) is the frequency of the edge \(E_i(p,q)\); \(freq_q\) is the overall execution frequency of function \(q\) in the training execution; \(Total\_application\_size\) is the estimated size of the application which is the sum of the estimated sizes of all its functions; \(size_q\) is the estimated size of the function \(q\).

\(Total\_cycle\_count\) is the estimated total execution time of the application:

\[
Total\_cycle\_count = \sum_{k \in PUset} cycle\_count_k \tag{3.4}
\]

where \(PUset\) is the set of all program units (\(i.e.\) functions) in the program, \(cycle\_count_k\) is the estimated number of cycles spent on function \(k\).

\[
cycle\_count_k = \sum_{i \in stmts_k} freq_i \tag{3.5}
\]

where \(stmts_k\) is the set of all statements of function \(k\), \(freq_i\) is the frequency of execution of statement \(i\) in the training run.

The overall frequency of execution of the callee \(q\) is computed by:

\[
freq_q = \sum_{k \in callers_q} freq_{E_i(k,q)} \tag{3.6}
\]

where \(callers_q\) is the set of all functions that contain a call to \(q\).

Essentially, \(cycle\_ratio\) is the contribution of a call graph edge to the execution time of the whole application. A function’s cycle count is the execution time spent in that function, including all its invocations. \(\left(\frac{freq_{E_i(p,q)}}{freq_q}\right) \times cycle\_count_q\) is the number of cycles contributed by the callee \(q\) invoked by the edge \(E_i(p,q)\). Thus, \(cycle\_ratio_{E_i(p,q)}\) is the contribution of the cycles resulting from the call site \(E_i(p,q)\) to the application’s total cycle count. The larger the \(cycle\_ratio_{E_i(p,q)}\) is, the more important the call graph edge.

The estimated size of the function \(q\), \(size_q\), is computed by:

\[
size_q = 5 \times BB\_count_q + STM\_count_q + CALL\_count_q \tag{3.7}
\]

where \(BB\_count_q\) is the number of basic blocks\(^3\) in function \(q\) and reflects the complexity of the control flow in the PU, \(STM\_count_q\) is the number of statements in \(q\), excluding labels, parameters, and pragmas. \(CALL\_count_q\) is the number of call sites in \(q\).

The \(size\_ratio_q\) is the callee \(q\)’s contribution to the whole application’s size.

\(^3\)A basic block is a straight-line piece of code which contains neither branch instructions nor branch targets in the middle.
Finally, the \textit{Total application size} is given by:

\[
\text{Total application size} = \sum_{k \in P\setminus \text{set}} \text{size}_k
\]  

(3.8)

The intuition for the temperature heuristic is that edges with high temperature are call-sites that are invoked frequently and whose callee is small compared to the entire application. With careful selection of a threshold on temperature, ORC can find cycle-heavy calling edges whose callee is small compared to the whole application.

Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the temperature for the \texttt{bzip2} benchmark.\footnote{To make it easy to read, the two axes of the graphs are drawn using a log scale. Thus some call sites whose frequencies or temperatures are 0 are not shown in the graph. The same situation exists in Figure 3.3.} The horizontal axis shows the calling frequency and the vertical axis the temperature. Each dot in the graph represents an edge in the call graph. The temperature varies in a wide range: from 0 to 3000. The calling frequency is shown in reverse order, the most frequently called edges appear on the left side of the graph and the least-frequently-called edges are toward the right side. From left to right, the temperature decreases as the frequency of the call sites also decreases. It is reasonable that the temperature does not go straight down because besides the call-site frequency, the temperature heuristic also takes the callee's size into consideration. Procedure size negatively influences the temperature. Thus, frequently invoked call sites might be "cold" simply because they are too large.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{temperature_distribution.png}
\caption{Temperature distribution of \texttt{bzip2}}
\end{figure}

In the original ORC inlining heuristic, a call site is rejected for inlining if its temperature is less than a specified threshold. However, this temperature heuristic may lead to the inlining of edges with high temperature but very low frequency. For instance, we highlighted two clusters of edges in the...
temperature×frequency graph for bzip2 in Figure 3.1. The cluster on the right side of the graph has higher temperature but much lower frequency than the cluster on the left side of the graph. Inlining infrequently invoked call sites should always be avoided because it does not help performance. To improve this heuristic, we created a new mechanism to cooperate with the temperature heuristic to prevent the inlining of hot but infrequently invoked call sites. We describe our solution in Section 3.3.

### 3.3 Inlining Tuning

We improve the inlining heuristics of ORC in two ways. First, adaptive inlining is employed to make the inlining heuristics more flexible. Second, a new `cycle_density` heuristic is introduced to restrict the inlining of hot but infrequent procedures.

#### 3.3.1 Adaptive Inlining

The original inlining heuristic in ORC used a fixed-temperature threshold (120) for inlining decisions. This threshold was chosen as a trade-off among compilation time, executable size, and performance results for different benchmarks. However, a fixed threshold turns out to be inflexible for applications with very different characteristics. For example, a high threshold (e.g. 120) is reasonable for large benchmarks because they are more vulnerable to the negative effects of code size increase resulting from inlining. However, the same
threshold might not be good for small applications such as mcf, bzip2, and gzip. We will use gcc, which is a typical large application, and bzip2, which is a representative small application, to illustrate this problem.

Figure 3.2 shows the frequency accumulation for the gcc benchmark and Figure 3.3 shows its temperature distribution. In Figure 3.2, the X-axis represents the call sites sorted by invocation frequency from high to low. The $i^{th}$ point numbered from left to right in the figure represents the accumulated percentage of the $i$ most frequent call sites.

gcc has a complex function call hierarchy and the function invocations are distributed amongst a large number of call sites: there are more than 19,000 call sites in gcc. In the standard SPEC2000 training execution of gcc, there are more than 42,000,000 function invocations, and the most frequent call site is called no more than 800,000 times. Figure 3.2 shows that the top 10% (about 2,000) most frequently invoked call sites account for more than 95% of all the function calls. Inlining these 2,000 call sites would result in unbearable compilation cost and substantial code bloat.

In Figure 3.3, according to the frequency of execution, we should inline the call sites on the left hand side of the graph and we should avoid inlining the call sites on the right-hand side. Notice that several call sites on the right-hand side are hot, and thus are inlined by the original heuristics of ORC.

For large applications, the improvement from inlining is usually very limited (as we will see in the Section 3.4). On one hand, it is impossible to eliminate most of the function overheads without wholesale inlining. On the other hand, if we use the same temperature threshold as for small benchmarks, we might end up with the problem of over-inlining, i.e. too many procedures are inlined and the negative effects of inlining are more pronounced than the positive ones. For example, if the temperature threshold is set to 1, there will be more than 1,700 call sites inlined in gcc. Such aggressive inlining makes the compilation time much longer without performance improvement as our experiments show.

The high temperature threshold (120) in the original ORC was chosen to avoid over-inlining in large applications. However, this conservative strategy impedes aggressive inlining for small benchmarks where code bloat is not as prominent. For instance, Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.4 show the temperature distribution and frequency accumulation of the bzip2 benchmark. There are only 239 call sites and about 3,900 lines of C code in bzip2. This implies that the program is quite small when compared with more than 19,000 call sites and 190,000 lines of C code in the gcc benchmark. Moreover, in bzip2 the top ten most frequently invoked call sites, which comprise about 4.2% of the total number of call sites, accounts for nearly 97% of all the function calls shown in Figure 3.4.

As we will see in the Section 3.4, aggressive inlining is good for small benchmarks such as bzip2. Inlining the 10 most frequently invoked call sites
in bzip2 eliminates almost all its runtime function calls.

However, the inflexible temperature threshold often prevents the inlining of the most frequent call sites because their temperatures are lower than the fixed threshold (120). Thus, it is desirable that the temperature threshold for small benchmarks be lowered because many of the call sites that have performance potential do not reach the conservative temperature threshold used to prevent code bloat in large applications.

The contradiction between the threshold distributions of large benchmarks and small ones naturally motivates adaptive inlining: we use a high temperature threshold for large applications because they tend to have many hot call sites; and we enable more aggressive inlining for small applications by lowering the temperature threshold for them.

Adapting the inlining temperature threshold according to application size is pretty simple in ORC. Because the estimated size of each procedure in ORC is available in the IPO phase, their sum is the estimated size of the application.\textsuperscript{5} We classify applications into three categories: large applications, medium applications and small applications. In the compilation, we utilize proper temperature threshold according to the estimated application size. If an application is a large application, its temperature threshold is 120. If it is a medium application, its temperature threshold is 50. Otherwise, the temperature threshold is lowered to 1. The threshold values were obtained by a detailed empirical study of the SPEC2000 benchmarks. This division of applications into three categories produces better results than any single threshold applied to all benchmarks.

\textsuperscript{5}We ignore library functions and dynamic shared-objects because we cannot acquire this information at compilation time.

Figure 3.3: Temperature distribution of gcc
Figure 3.4: Frequency accumulation of bzip2 (the top 38 of all 239 call sites are plotted)

3.3.2 Cycle Density

The intuition behind the definition of temperature is that hot procedures should be frequently invoked and not too large. However, as we have seen in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.1, some of the procedures with high temperature are not actually hot, i.e. some infrequently invoked call sites also have high temperatures. These call sites are represented by the points in the top-right part of the graphs and correspond to functions that are not called frequently, but contain high-trip count loops that contribute to their high cycle_ratio, which results in a high temperature (see Equation 3.2). We call the functions that are called infrequently but have high temperatures heavy functions.

Inlining heavy functions results in little performance improvement. First, very few runtime function calls are eliminated. Second, the path from the caller to a heavy function is not a hot path at all, and thus will not benefit from post-inlining optimization. Third, inlining heavy functions might prevent frequent edges from being inlined if the code growth budget is spent. To handle this problem, we introduce cycle_density to filter out heavy functions.

\[
\text{cycle_density}_q = \frac{\text{cycle\_count}_q}{\text{frequency}_q}
\]

(3.9)

where \(\text{cycle\_count}_q\) is the number of cycles spent on procedure \(q\) and \(\text{frequency}_q\) is the number of times that the procedure \(q\) is invoked.

When a call site fulfills the temperature threshold, the cycle_density of the callee is computed. If the callee has a large cycle count but small frequency, i.e. its cycle_density is high, it must contain loops with a high trip count. These heavy procedures are not inlined. cycle_density has little impact on the performance because it only filters out infrequent call sites. However,
using `cycle_density` as a filter can significantly reduce the compilation time and executable sizes, which is important in some application contexts, such as embedded computing.

![Temperature vs. Cycle Density](image)

**Figure 3.5: Cycle density vs. temperature (bzip2)**

Figure 3.5 compares the temperature against the `cycle_density` for each call site in bzip2. For call sites that are actually hot, the temperature is indeed high while the `cycle_density` is low (for bzip2 they are always less than 0.5). These call sites are the ones that will benefit from inlining.

Infrequently-invoked call sites fall into two categories according to their temperatures. Infrequently-invoked call sites with low temperature are eliminated by the temperature threshold. Infrequently-invoked call sites with high temperature always have very high `cycle_density`. Thus we can prevent the inlining of these sites by choosing a proper `cycle_density` threshold. In our tuning, we use a fixed `cycle_density` threshold of 10 that works well for the SPEC2000 benchmarks as we will see in the next section.

We implemented this enhanced inlining decision criteria and contributed it to the ORC-2.0 release. Figure 3.6 shows the C-style pseudo code for the improved inlining analysis in the ORC. Notice that a procedure that has a single call site in the entire application will always be inlined. The reasoning is that the inlining of that single call site will render the callee dead, and will allow the elimination of the callee. Therefore this inlining will save function invocations without causing code growth.
INLININGANALYSIS(CallSite)

// if this is the only call to the callee. ORC inlines it anyway
if (CalledOnlyOnce(callee))
    return TRUE

// MEDIAN.THRESHOLD and LARGE.THRESHOLD are pre-selected thresholds
// to classify the application as large, small or medium. Accordingly, a proper
// threshold is selected.

temperature_threshold ← 120
if (estimated_size < LARGE.THRESHOLD)
    temperature_threshold ← 50
if (estimated_size < MEDIAN.THRESHOLD)
    temperature_threshold ← 1

// temperature(X) computes the temperature of a call site X. The temperature is
// compared against TEMPERATURE.THRESHOLD to decide whether a call
// site is hot.

if (temperature(CallSite) > TEMPERATURE.THRESHOLD
    and cycle_density(CallSite) < CYCLE.DENSITY.THRESHOLD)
    return TRUE

return FALSE

Figure 3.6: Adaptive inlining in ORC

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Experimental Environment

We investigate the effects of adaptive inlining and of the introduction of the cycle_density heuristic on performance, compilation time, and the final executable size of SPEC INT2000 benchmarks. We use a cross-compilation method: we run ORC on an IA32 machine (an SMP machine with 2 Pentium-III 600MHz processors and 512MB memory) to generate an IA64 executable which is run on an Itanium machine (733MHz Itanium-I processor, 1GB memory). Thus our performance comparison is conducted on the IA64 systems and
our compilation time comparison is conducted on the IA32 system.

3.4.2 Performance Analysis

Figure 3.7: Overall performance comparison

Figure 3.7 shows the performance improvement when different inlining strategies are used. T120 represents a fixed temperature threshold of 120, T1 is a fixed temperature threshold of 1, similarly for the other T labels. In adaptive the temperature threshold varies according to the adaptation heuristic described in Section 3.2. In the adaptive+density compiler both the adaptation and the cycle_density heuristics are used.

Except for perlbench, in all benchmarks the adaptation heuristic results in positive speedup for inlining. These results suggest that our adaptive temperature threshold is properly selected. In some cases the difference between a fixed threshold and the threshold chosen with adaptation is very significant (see bzip2 and twolf). Note also that the addition of cycle_density to adaptation does not produce much effect on performance. This result is explained by the fact that cycle_density only prevents heavy and infrequently invoked functions from inlining.

We arranged the benchmarks in Figure 3.7 according to their sizes with the smaller benchmarks on the left and the larger ones on the right. Comparatively, in general, inlining yields better speedups for small benchmarks than for large benchmarks. This observation can be made by examining the maximum performance improvement from all the strategies. Excluding twolf and vortex, the maximum performance improvement decreases from left to right (from small benchmark to large benchmarks). This trend suggests a loose correlation between the application size and potential performance improvements that can be obtained from inlining.
Figure 3.8 compares the performance improvements of different strategies more explicitly. We first calculate the performance speedup for each benchmark. The baseline is the performance of the 11 benchmarks compiled without inlining. Each bar in Figure 3.8 represents the arithmetic average performance speedup for the 11 benchmarks studied. Finally, the two rightmost bars are for adaptive inlining without and with \textit{cycle\_density} heuristics. The adaptive inlining strategy speeds up the benchmarks by 5.28\%, while the best average performance gain of all other strategies is 4.45\% when the temperature threshold is 50. Notice also that the performance influence of \textit{cycle\_density} heuristics is negligible.

### 3.4.3 Compilation Time and Executable Size Analysis

In this section, we study the effect of the \textit{cycle\_density} heuristics on the compilation time and on the executable size. Because \textit{cycle\_density} filters procedures that have high temperatures but are infrequently invoked call sites, we expected that their use should reduce both the compilation time and the final executable size.

Table 3.1 shows some statistics collected from different optimization configurations. In the table, “N” means no inlining is used, “A” means adaptive inlining is used and “A-D” means using adaptive inlining plus \textit{cycle\_density}. The table first shows the executable size, measured in bytes, and the compilation time, measured in seconds, for all benchmarks when no inlining is performed. Then for the compiler with adaptive inlining and the compiler with adaptive inlining plus \textit{cycle\_density}, the table displays the percentage increase in the executable size and compilation time. The table also shows, under the “calls” columns, the number of call sites that were inlined in each...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>N (Bytes)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>A-D % inc</th>
<th>call</th>
<th>A-D % inc</th>
<th>calls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>116295</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>4397983</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>919</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crafty</td>
<td>635855</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gap</td>
<td>1977644</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gzip</td>
<td>147417</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>48241</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parser</td>
<td>340223</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perlbmk</td>
<td>2163047</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>419</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twolf</td>
<td>823832</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vortex</td>
<td>1170014</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vpr</td>
<td>532912</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Impact of cycle_density on executable size and compilation time

The cycle_density heuristic significantly reduces the code bloat and compilation time problem. On average, adaptive inlining increases the code size by 21.9% and the compilation time by 34.3%. When cycle_density is used to screen out heavy procedures, these numbers reduce to 14.8% and 24%, respectively. It is also interesting to compare the actual number of inlined call sites: the cycle_density heuristic only eliminates a few call sites. Except for gzip and parser, cycle_density prevents the inlining of no more than 2 call sites in each benchmark. Table 3.1 also shows some curious results. Although cycle_density prevents the inlining of a single call site for bzip2, the code growth reduces from 54.1% to 26.9%. A close examination of bzip2 reveals that the procedure doReversibleTransformation calls sortIt infrequently (only 22 times in
the standard training run). However ORC performs a bottom-up inlining, in which the edges in the bottom of the call graph are analyzed and inlined first. In the bzip2 case, sortlt absorbs many functions and becomes very large and heavy before it is analyzed as the callee. When ORC analyzes the sites that call sortlt, the estimated cycle number spent in sortlt is huge, which contributes to its high temperature. However, sortlt is called infrequently and its inlining does not produce measurable performance benefits. cycle\_density filters these heavy functions successfully.

Finally, cycle\_density only eliminates a few call sites because it is not applied to callees that are only called at one call site in the entire application (see Figure 3.6).

### 3.4.4 Motivation for Partial Inlining

![Call sites breakdown](image)

Figure 3.9: Call sites breakdown

Figure 3.9 shows how many dynamic function calls can be eliminated using our adaptive inlining technique. We divided the function calls into five different categories:

- **Inlined** Call sites that can be inlined with our adaptive inlining technique. These call sites have high temperature and low cycle\_density.

- **NotHot** Call sites that are not frequently invoked. It brings no benefit to inline these call sites.

- **Recursive** ORC does not inline call sites that are in a cycle in the call graph.
Large Call sites that have high temperature but cannot be inlined because either the callee, the caller or its combination is too large. gcc, perlbench, crafty and gap have some large call sites.

Other Call sites that cannot be inlined due to other reasons. For example, the actual parameters to the call sites do not match the formal parameters of the callee. As Figure 3.9 shows, these call sites are very rare.

With our enhanced inlining framework, we were able to eliminate most of the dynamic function calls for small benchmarks such as mcf, bzip2, and gzip. However, we only eliminated about 30% dynamic function invocations for gcc and 57% for perlbench. Examining the graph in Figure 3.9, to obtain further benefits from inlining we need to address inlining in these large benchmarks. The categories that are the most promising are the recursive function calls and call sites with large callers or callees.

Figure 3.9 shows that for some large benchmarks (parser, perlbench, and gcc) a significant portion of the function invocations that are not inlined are recursive functions.

Among the two problems, we are particularly interested in using the idea of code splitting to reduce the sizes of the frequently invoked large functions, which is discussed in Chapter 4.

3.5 Related Work

In this chapter we presented improvements to the inlining heuristics in the Open Research Compiler (ORC). Several researchers have investigated inlining. However, very few of them produced a detailed empirical study using an industry-strength compiler infrastructure based on industry-standard benchmarks such as the one that we present in this thesis.

Ayers et al. [7] and Chang et al. [22, 47] studied aggressive inlining and cloning. Their inlining facility is very much like that in ORC: the inlining happens on high-level intermediate representation, using feedback information and cross-module analysis. Both of them use a budget to control code bloat: inlining a call site consumes code-growth budget. Ayers et al. use an estimated 100% compilation-time increase as their budget for inlining. ORC uses an estimated 100% code-size increase for the inlining budget. In our experiments, inlining in ORC never uses up this budget.

Without feedback information, Allen and Johnson perform inlining at the source code level [4]. Besides reporting impressive speedup (12% on average), they also show that inlining might exert negative impact on performance.

Several researchers have tried to enable aggressive inlining in the context of object-oriented programming. A single call site may have multiple potential callees. For instance, the C and C++ programming languages allow calling
functions through pointers. Polymorphism in OO programming languages is often realized via indirect function calls, also called virtual-method invocation. For indirect function calls, it may be impossible to infer the callee before runtime. Thus, inlining cannot be applied straightforwardly to dynamic function calls. A series of special inlining approaches were developed to improve the performance of applications that employ indirect function calls intensively [9, 18, 28, 30, 41].
Chapter 4

Function Outlining

4.1 Introduction

Algorithms used in optimizing compilers are often applied to the scope of a function. Many of these algorithms have super-linear time and spatial complexity on their inputs. Thus compiling a program with large functions demands large memory storage and is time-consuming. Large functions also impose limitations on other optimizations such as function inlining as discussed in Chapter 3. The inlining heuristics used in most compilers avoid inlining call sites that target large callees because inlining large callees causes the code-bloat problem [25, 26, 27, 99]. For example, large functions are the most prominent cause that prevent the Open Research Compiler (ORC) from eliminating frequently called sites. In Chapter 3, we have shown that, even after tuning, ORC only eliminates about 30% of the runtime function invocations for gcc and 57% for perlbmk. Moreover, more than 50% of the hot call sites are not inlined because the callee is too large. Large functions also undermine inter-procedural code layout algorithms. For instance, Pettis and Hansen’s “closest is best” code layout algorithm tries to place a caller function next to its most-frequently-invoked callee [72]. The intuition is that proximity between a call site and its callee enhances performance. However, if the caller itself is very large, its most frequent callee may still be placed far away from the call site, defeating the code placement heuristic.

Fortunately, not every statement in a frequently called large function is equally important or executed as often as its host function. There are many examples of large but infrequently executed code in hot functions [64, 65]. For instance, only 8.1% of the code in the BSD version of the TCP network protocol implementation is frequently executed [65]. Another good example is the
function `regmatch` in `perlbmk` in the SPEC2000 benchmark suite. `Regmatch` contains a `switch` statement with about 800 lines of C code to handle 57 string matching scenarios. Although these 800 lines of code are evenly distributed through the 57 cases, only 12 cases occur frequently. Splitting cold code out of hot functions, i.e. `outlining`, is a natural solution to overcome the negative impact of mixing codes with heterogeneous execution frequency. The advantages of outlining cold regions of a hot function are at least three-fold:

**Enabling Inlining.** When a large cold region is outlined from a hot function, the hot function might become small enough to enable its inlining.

**Improving Cache Efficiency.** Without outlining, the aggregation effect of large cache lines reduces spatial locality. Cold statements may be loaded into the cache when hot statements are loaded. Segregating hot and cold regions into separate functions enables better code placement to improve the cache utilization.

**Improving Instruction Fetch Bandwidth.** Modern superscalar and VLIW architectures demand high instruction bandwidth of the memory hierarchy. A sufficient number of useful instructions must be fetched into the cache for full utilization of the functional units in the processors. For instance, Mosberger et al. found that limited instruction bandwidth results in almost 70% of CPU cycles idle in some architectures [64]. Separating the hot code from the cold code also improves the utilization of instruction-fetch bandwidth.

A negative performance impact of outlining is that extra function calls are introduced to transfer control between the outlined region and the other parts of the program unit. An efficient implementation of outlining should minimize this performance penalty. This chapter describes the following contributions:

- An abstract syntax tree (ABS)-based region formation that efficiently exploits high-level control flow structures and their associated feedback information to differentiate regions with heterogeneous frequencies.

- A proof that the *Optimal Outlining Problem* (OOP) is NP-hard.

- An effective heuristic to analyze the benefit of outlining a region. This heuristic decision weighs the benefit of reducing the host function size against the frequency of the extra function calls introduced. We also describe how to patch the control flow and data flow to preserve program semantics in outlining.

- Because outlining is an early code transformation, it may negatively impact existing downstream optimizations. Our experiments show that more complex alias relationships created by these parameters have a major impact on downstream optimizations and result in the introduction
of substantial memory spills. We propose a novel technique, *alias agent*,
to disambiguate parameters created to pass to outlined functions from
their counterparts in the host function.

- A study of two orthogonal function splitting strategies: (1) *collective*
  vs. *independent* splitting; and (2) splitting with vs. without alias agent.
  This study shows that selecting the correct strategy is crucial. Indepen­
dent splitting with alias agent reduces function sizes significantly while
minimizing the performance penalty of outlining.

Section 4.2 introduces the intermediate representation where outlining is
implemented and the concept of region. Section 4.3 describes the design
and implementation of outlining. Section 4.4 compares the different outlin­
ing strategies and reports the performance of partial inlining. Finally, we
discuss related work in Section 4.5.

### 4.2 Background

An important motivation for function outlining is to enable more aggressive
inlining, which is a major component of inter-procedural optimization (IPO) in
the Open Research Compiler (ORC). ORC performs IPO very early to enable
aggressive function-level compilation. It is thus natural to also implement
outlining early in this compiler. The outlining analysis and transformation
described in this thesis is a transformation of the WHIRL abstract syntax tree
of the function affected.

#### 4.2.1 WHIRL Tree Introduction

ORC's intermediate representation has five levels, from *very-high WHIRL* to
*very-low WHIRL* [80]. At the higher levels the WHIRL representation of a
function is close to the original source code. We implemented outlining on
very-high WHIRL where high-level hierarchical control flow constructs — such
as *if*, *loop* and *switch* — have not been transformed to flat constructs — such
as conditional branches and *gotos*. Thus outlining can take advantage of these
hierarchical constructs and their associated frequency information to identify
the cold code segments in a single pass through the WHIRL tree.

A contrived function, *HotPU* shown in Figure 4.1, illustrates the WHIRL
tree representation. Statements are annotated with their execution frequency
obtained from runtime profiling. Assume that *HotPU* is frequently invoked.
The shaded code segments or nodes are the cold parts of *HotPU*.

In very-high WHIRL, three control flow constructs may lead to infrequently
executed code in a hot function:
if statement. An if node in a WHIRL tree has two children: a then block and an else block. The feedback information contains the execution
frequency of each branch. For example, in Figure 4.1 both if statements have skewed execution frequency.

**switch statement.** In Figure 4.1, each CG node corresponds to an enumerated case in a switch statement. If the switch expression (or key) equals to \( n \), the \( \text{CG}_n \) node is executed and the program jumps to the \( A_n \) node that contains the action code for case \( n \). If the switch expression is not equal to any of the enumerated cases, the program jumps to the \( A_d \) node that contains the default action through the \( DG \) node. Feedback information associated with a switch statement indicates the execution frequency of each case. Studies have shown that many switch statements have skewed execution frequency distribution [100]. In Figure 4.1, only two of the cases in the switch statement are hot.

**Early return.** Early return occurs when the return statement or an exit function call appears early in a function. Each return statement is annotated with its execution frequency. Usually a hot early return implies that the rest of the function is cold. In Figure 4.1, there are three early returns at lines 12, 15 and 18 that correspond to nodes return0, return1 and return2 in the WHIRL tree. However, only return2 at line 18 is hot.

Analyzing high-level control flow constructs and their corresponding frequency annotation makes spotting the cold code in a hot function straightforward.

### 4.2.2 Region

In this thesis, a region is a sequence of code in the program that is guarded by a high-level control-flow construct such as if and loop statements (see Figure 4.1). For instance, for an if-then-else statement, the code executed under the then branch consists of a region and the code executed under the else branch forms another region. Likewise, the loop body of a while statement is a region.

To handle early returns in the WHIRL representation, we must define the notions of nearest common ancestor of two nodes, and of a node's position in an ancestor node. A region is represented in WHIRL by a subtree with a BLOCK node as the root. This node has an arbitrary number of children representing the content of the region. The order of a child \( c \) in a region \( R \), \( \text{order}(c, R) \), is the one from the source code. In Figure 4.1, \( \text{order}(\text{while}, \text{region1}) = 1 \) and \( \text{order}(\text{return0}, \text{region1}) = 2 \). A WHIRL node \( w \) has a parent, \( \text{parent}(w) \), and a set of ancestors, \( \text{ancestors}(w) \). In Figure 4.1, \( \text{parent}(\text{while}) = \text{region1} \) and \( \text{ancestors}(\text{while}) = \{\text{region1}, \text{if1}, \text{FUNC Region}\} \). If \( s \in R \), \( R \) must be an
ancestor of s. The position of s in R, Pos(s, R), is given by:

\[
Pos(s, R) = \begin{cases} 
\text{order}(s, R) & \text{if parent}(s) = R \\
\text{order}(s_A, R) & \text{if } (s_A \in \text{ancestors}(s)) \land (\text{parent}(s_A) = R)
\end{cases}
\]

Thus, if an ancestor of s is a child of R, the position of s in R is the order of that ancestor. In Figure 4.1, we have Pos(return2, region5) = order(return2, region5) = 2 and Pos(return2, region3) = order(if2, region3) = 1.

Given a node z in a WHIRL tree W, the level of z in W, Level(z, W), is the number of edges that have to be traversed from the root of W to reach z. The root of W is at level 0.

Given a WHIRL tree W and two nodes y ∈ W and z ∈ W, the nearest common ancestor of y and z, NCA(y, z) is a WHIRL tree node s ∈ W such that all the following conditions are true:

1. \( s \in \text{ancestors}(y) \land s \in \text{ancestors}(z) \)
2. \( \exists t \in W, (t \neq s) \land (t \in \text{ancestors}(y)) \land (t \in \text{ancestors}(z)) \land (\text{Level}(t, W) > \text{Level}(s, W)) \)

An early return statement short-circuits the rest of the current function. However, the short-circuited code might reside in different levels and different regions in the WHIRL tree. For example, return2 leads to three unexecuted printf statements: printf1 in region3; printf2 and printf3 in FUNC.Region. The code short-circuited by an early return er in region R, SC(er, R) is defined by:

\[
SC(er, R) = \{ s \mid (A = NCA(er, s)) \land (\text{Pos}(s, A) > \text{Pos}(er, A)) \}
\]

In the example, SC(return2, region3) includes printf1 and SC(return2, FUNC.Region) includes printf2 and printf3.

### 4.3 Function Outlining

There are three phases in function outlining optimization: region reorganization transforms the WHIRL tree so that the cold code is in separated regions from hot code; candidate identification identifies regions for which outlining is beneficial; function splitting generates a new function from a candidate region and replaces the region with a call to the new function.

In biased if statements, the hot code and the cold code are well structured in two separate sub-regions. However, for switch statements and early returns,
hot and cold codes are mixed with each other. A depth-first pass on the WHIRL tree reorganizes codes with heterogeneous execution frequency due to `switch` statements and early returns into different regions for convenient splitting.

### 4.3.1 Reorganize a Switch Statement

In most modern programming languages multi-way branch semantics are expressed by `switch` statements. These statements are frequently used in the implementation of script interpreters, compilers, and virtual machines because these applications often use the value of a key to select one among a large collection of possible actions.

A `switch` statement contains a *key expression*, a set of *(case value, case action code)* pairs and a *default action code*. The execution of a `switch` statement has two distinct phases: case selection and case action [78]. Case selection decides which case should be executed based on the value of the key (or `switch` expression). If the key is equal to one of the enumerated case values, the control flow is directed to the corresponding action code. Otherwise, the default action code is executed. In this case, we say that the key falls in the default category or that it is a default case.

```
switch (OP(sc&d))
```  

Figure 4.2: Annotated control flow graph of function `regmatch` in `perlbmk`

To write robust application programs, one must handle many boundary cases, even the ones that seldom occur during program execution. As a consequence, the execution frequency of action cases is often skewed with a small fraction of cases dominating the execution of a `switch`. For instance, Figure 4.2 shows the breakdown of the cases in a `switch`, `S`, in the function `regmatch` of the SPEC2000's `perlbmk` program. This function matches regular expressions with strings in a file. `S` requires about 884 lines of C code evenly distributed through 57 cases. But only 12 cases are hot. This is because some expres-
sion matchings, such as exact matching (EXACT) and matching zero, one, or more times (STAR and PLUS), occur often. However, exotic matchings, such as matching a string from \( n \) to \( m \) times and matching a string backward, seldom occur at runtime.

Cold cases introduce several problems: (1) they increase the size of the function that hosts the switch, which prevents inlining; (2) the code for cold-case actions, which is intertwined with the hot case actions, pollutes the instruction cache; (3) cold cases may slow case selection by increasing the depth of the comparison tree or cause inefficient usage of memory by the slots for cold cases in the jump-table. Separating the cold cases and their actions from the hot cases ameliorates all these problems.

**Switch partitioning** first partitions a large switch \( S \) into two: a hot switch \( S_h \) containing the hot case selections and the hot action code, and a cold switch \( S_c \) with the remainder cases and code of \( S \). After this reorganization, a new, simple, and fast, tree-based splitting technique can split \( S_c \) out of the host function. The combination of switch reorganization and splitting elegantly solves the problems caused by cold cases: (a) the host function becomes smaller and is more amenable to inlining; (b) the hot cases are placed together without pollution from cold cases at runtime; and (c) the execution path for the selection of hot cases becomes shorter.

Figure 4.3 shows the partition of \( S \) into \( S_h \) and \( S_c \) in *regmatch*. The cold cases are clustered into \( S_c \) and placed into the default action of \( S_h \). After the reorganization, \( S_c \) forms a natural cold region and can be easily split out of the host function. Not all large switches can be partitioned in the way shown in Figure 4.3, see Section 4.3.1.3 for details.
4.3.1.1 Prepass for Switch Reorganization

In preparation for switch reorganization, a prepass summarizes the feedback information, and clusters cases based on control flow information.

(i) Summarize the switch.

The total frequency of a switch \( S \) is:

\[
S.\text{total\_freq} = \sum_{i=1}^{S.\text{num}+1} S.\text{Freq}[i]
\]  
(4.1)

where \( S.\text{num} \) is the number of enumerated cases in \( S \) and \( S.\text{Freq}[S.\text{num}+1] \) is the frequency of the default case of \( S \).

(ii) Cluster cases according to control flow information.

If there is no transfer of control between different cases in \( S \), identifying hot cases and cold cases is the result of a simple analysis of the feedback information. However, inter-case control flow is often found in application programs. For instance, a common programming trick is to let control fall through from case \( i \) to case \( i + 1 \). Moreover, an action may end with an explicit goto that transfers control to an arbitrary label in the program.\(^1\) Therefore, the feedback information alone is not sufficient to identify hot actions. Consider a program where the hot action of a case \( A \) falls through to the action of another case \( B \). The action of case \( B \) is also hot, even though its frequency in the feedback information may be low. In this circumstance, \( A \) and \( B \) must be an atomic unit for the splitting analysis.

A goto transfers control from a source location to a destination location. Given a switch \( S \), we say that a goto \( g \) is in \( S, g \in S \), if both the source and destination locations are within \( S \). If \( g \in S \), we refer to a \( g.\text{source\_case} \) and to a \( g.\text{destination\_case} \). The algorithm PREPASS, shown in Figure 4.4, computes case groups based on control flow. First, each case is assigned to a distinct group ranging from 1 to \( S.\text{num}+1 \) (steps 2-3). Two situations are of interest: fall-through between adjacent cases (steps 4-7) and gotos that are in \( S \) and whose source and destination cases are distinct (steps 8-10).

MERGEGROUPS, called by PREPASS, merges two case groups into one. Whenever two groups are merged, their members are assigned the same new merged_group_id (step 5). MERGEGROUPS also calculates the execution frequency of the merged group, which is the sum of the invocation frequency of its member cases (step 6).

4.3.1.2 Switch Partitioning Benefit Estimation

After the prepass phase, the compiler analyzes the summarized information to decide whether a switch should be split. If the decision is yes, the compiler

\(^1\)This situation appears frequently in heavily hand-optimized applications such as perlbench.
### PREPASS(S)

1. \(\text{merged\_group\_id} \leftarrow S.n\text{um} + 2;\)
2. \textbf{foreach} \(i\) from 1 to \(S.n\text{um} + 1;\)
3. \(\text{case}[i].\text{group} \leftarrow i;\)
4. \textbf{foreach} \(i\) from 1 to \(S.n\text{um}\)
5. \(\text{if} (\text{case}[i]\text{ falls through to case}[i + 1])\)
6. \(\text{then MergeGroups}(S, i, i + 1, \text{merged\_group\_id});\)
7. \(\text{merged\_group\_id} \leftarrow \text{merged\_group\_id} + 1;\)
8. \textbf{foreach} \(g \in S\) such that \(g\.source\.case \neq g\.destination\.case\)
9. \(\text{MergeGroups}(S, g\.source\.case, g\.destination\.case, \text{merged\_group\_id});\)
10. \(\text{merged\_group\_id} \leftarrow \text{merged\_group\_id} + 1;\)

#### MergeGroups(S, i, j, new\_id)

1. \(S\.F\text{req}[new\_id] \leftarrow 0;\)
2. \(\text{group}\_i \leftarrow \text{case}[i]\_\text{group};\)
3. \(\text{group}\_j \leftarrow \text{case}[j]\_\text{group};\)
4. \textbf{foreach} \(k\) such that \(\text{case}[k]\_\text{group} = \text{group}\_i\ or \text{case}[k]\_\text{group} = \text{group}\_j\)
5. \(\text{case}[k]\_\text{group} \leftarrow \text{new\_id};\)
6. \(S\.F\text{req}[new\_id] \leftarrow S\.F\text{req}[new\_id] + S\.F\text{req}[k];\)

#### Figure 4.4: Case clustering

also find the cases that should be split out of the original switch. The input for this analysis is the switch \(S\) annotated with the groups formed by the prepass phase.

PartitionAnalysis, shown in Figure 4.5, sorts the case groups according to their frequencies from high to low. Then the algorithm scans the case groups and accumulates their execution frequency. When the accumulated frequency reaches \(\text{Freq\_Threshold}\) (99\% in our work), the scanning stops. The decision to split the cold cases is based on the size of the cold cases. If \(\text{ColdSize}\) is larger than a set threshold (40 in our work), the switch is reorganized into a hot switch and a cold switch as illustrated in Figure 4.3, and the cold switch can be split out of the host function now.
**PartitionAnalysis**($S$)

1. $AccuFreq \leftarrow 0$;
2. $HotSize \leftarrow 0$;
3. $HotGroups \leftarrow 0$;
4. **foreach** non-empty group $i$ from the most frequent to the least frequent
5. \hspace{1cm} $AccuFreq \leftarrow AccuFreq + S.Freq[i]$;
6. \hspace{1cm} $HotSize \leftarrow HotSize + S.Size[i]$;
7. \hspace{1cm} if $\left(\frac{AccuFreq}{\text{total}_freq} \leq \text{Freq\_Threshold}\right)$
8. \hspace{1cm} **then** $HotGroups \leftarrow HotGroups \cup i$;
9. \hspace{1cm} **else** break; // terminate the loop
10. $ColdSize \leftarrow S.total\_size - HotSize$;
11. if ($ColdSize > Size\_Threshold$)
12. \hspace{1cm} **then** $ColdSwitch \leftarrow \text{PARTITION\_SWITCH\_CASE\_STMT}(S, HotGroups)$;

**Figure 4.5:** Partition benefit analysis

### 4.3.1.3 Partitioning Switches With Hot Default

Not all large switches can be reorganized in the way shown in Figure 4.3. When the default case is seldom executed, as is the case in Figure 4.3, the original default is simply placed into the cold switch. However if the original default case is frequently executed, moving it into the cold switch is troublesome for two reasons: (1) a hot case is still mixed with the cold cases; and (2) if splitting is applied, many additional function calls will occur at runtime. Therefore two classes of switches must be treated separately: hot-default and cold-default switches. For hot-default switches the reorganization shown in Figure 4.6 works well. The main difference with the reorganization illustrated by the example in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 is that now the default action remains in the hot switch. Also the case selection of cold cases is kept intact. The actions of cold cases are replaced with **gotos** that transfer control to the new cold switch. The original cold actions are moved into the cold switch. After this transformation, if the switch expression contains a cold value, its case selection requires: (1) the original case selection; (2) a function call; and (3) a second case selection in the cold switch. If the cold cases are indeed cold, this additional function call will happen infrequently and thus have a negligible cost.

**PARTITION\_SWITCH\_CASE\_STMT**, shown in Figure 4.7, partitions a switch into two and then splits the new cold switch into a new, independent region.
```
PARTITIONSWITCHCASESTMT(S)
1. if (C_d is hot)
2. ColdSwitch ← CREATESWITCH(S.ColdCases, NULL);
3. NewRegion ← BUILDREGION(ColdSwitch);
4. foreach (C_i, A_i) in S.ColdCases
5. Goto_i ← NEWGOTO(NewRegion);
6. REPLACE(A_i, Goto_i);
7. else
8. OrigDefault ← (C_d, A_d);
9. NewColdCases ← S.ColdCases − OrigDefault;
10. ColdSwitch ← CREATESWITCH(NewColdCases, OrigDefault);
11. NewRegion ← BUILDREGION (ColdSwitch);
12. foreach (C_i, A_i) in S.ColdCases
13. DELETE(C_i, A_i);
14. REPLACE(A_d, NewRegion);
15. REPAIRFEEDBACKINFORMATION(S);
16. return ColdSwitch;
```

Figure 4.7: Partition and split switch
The algorithm actions are different for cold and hot default situations. In the algorithm, \( C_i \) represents case \( i \) and \( C_d \) is the default case; \( A_i \) is the action code for case \( i \) and \( A_d \) is the default action code. \textsc{CreateSwitch} generates a new \textit{switch}, \textit{ColdSwitch}, containing the cases listed on \textsc{CreateSwitch}’s first parameter and the default case that appears in \textsc{CreateSwitch}’s second parameter. When the default case is hot (steps 1-6), the default action of the cold \textit{switch} is empty. \textsc{Replace} replaces the actions of the cold cases in the original \textit{switch} with \textit{gos} to the newly generated region.

When the default case is cold (steps 8-14), the cold \textit{switch} is created with the cold cases, including the cold default. This cold \textit{switch} is split into \textit{NewRegion}. Then the cold cases and their action codes are deleted from the original \textit{switch}. The default action of the original default case is replaced with \textit{NewRegion}.

### 4.3.2 Handling Frequent Early Returns (ER)

The algorithm \textsc{HandleER}, shown in Figure 4.8, handles early returns. \textsc{HandleER} is called when an early return statement \textit{Ser} is encountered during the depth-first traversal of the WHIRL tree. \textit{ReturnFreq} accumulates the execution frequency of early returns (step 1). Its value is reset to zero before the scan of a function starts, and is preserved between calls to \textsc{HandleER}. Unless \textit{Ser} resides in a loop body, when the ratio between the accumulated frequency and the frequency of the host function reaches the \textit{ERThreshold}, the code after \textit{Ser} is cold. If \textit{Ser} is inside a loop body \textit{Sloop}, it is possible that the code in \textit{SC(Ser, Sloop)} is still hot and we avoid outlining it. We use an upward traversal from the early return \textit{S} to find its uppermost loop ancestor \textit{Sloop} (step 6-9). If there is no loop ancestor, \textit{Sloop} is set to be \textit{Ser} itself. The cold code resulted from frequent early return is \textit{SC(Sloop, FUNC\_BODY)}.

The cold code might spread into different levels of the WHIRL tree (e.g. the three \textit{printf} statements in our example). To preserve program correctness, code from different levels cannot simply be put together in a single region. Instead, an upward traversal from \textit{Ser} (step 11-15) extracts the cold code of every region that it encounters into a new region (step 14).

### 4.3.3 Outlining Candidate Identification

After region reorganization, every cold code snippet is placed in an independent region and annotated with \((frequency, size)\). The size of a region is the number of WHIRL nodes in that region. Next the compiler identifies cold regions that are suitable for outlining.
HANDLEER ($S_{er}$)

1. $\text{ReturnFreq} \leftarrow \text{ReturnFreq} + \text{GetFreq}(S_{er})$

2. if \( \left( \frac{\text{ReturnFreq}}{\text{GetFreq}(\text{HostFunc})} \leq \text{ERTThreshold} \right) \)

3. return

4. $S_{\text{loop}} \leftarrow S_{er}$

5. $\text{CurrentParent} \leftarrow \text{GetParent}(S_{er})$

6. while (CurrentParent $\neq$ ROOT) // ROOT is the root of the WHIRL tree.

7. if (CurrentParent is a loop construct)

8. $S_{\text{loop}} \leftarrow \text{CurrentParent}$

9. $\text{CurrentParent} \leftarrow \text{GetParent}(\text{CurrentParent})$

10. $\text{CurrentNode} \leftarrow S_{\text{loop}}$

11. while (CurrentNode $\neq$ ROOT)

12. $\text{CurrentParent} \leftarrow \text{GetParent}(\text{CurrentNode})$

13. if (CurrentParent is a region)

14. call EXTRACTCOLDCODEINTOREGION($\text{SC}(\text{CurrentNode}, \text{CurrentParent})$)

15. $\text{CurrentNode} \leftarrow \text{CurrentParent}$

Figure 4.8: Handling early exits

4.3.3.1 Hazardous program units for outlining

Some program units are not outlined to prevent performance degradation or to preserve program correctness. Besides trivial functions that are rarely executed, the following are not outlined.

Small regions. Outlining replaces a region in a host function, $f_{\text{host}}$, with a function call to a new function, $f_{\text{out}}$. Code patches are often required, before and after the call to $f_{\text{out}}$, to preserve correctness. If a region is too small, these patches might be larger than the outlined region. This kind of outlining is strictly avoided because it fails to reduce the size of the original program unit.

Regions with escaped alloca-allocated memory. Alloca allocates memory space in the stack frame of a function. This memory is automatically freed when the function returns. When a function uses alloca to allocate memory in a region and references the allocated memory outside of the region, the region should not be outlined. This is because $f_{\text{out}}$ would allocate a memory block...
with `alloca` and pass this block to \( f_{host} \). It would be difficult to maintain the original semantics of the program because the memory allocated in \( f_{out} \) would be automatically freed at its exit and would be no longer valid in \( f_{host} \).

**4.3.3.2 Optimal Outlining Problem is NP-hard**

Cold regions are not always beneficial for outlining. The major benefit of outlining is the size reduction of the host function that enables more aggressive inlining and improves code layout. Splitting a segment of code out of a function has several costs. First, necessary code patches may eliminate the size reduction benefit. Second, because the original cold region in \( f_{host} \) is replaced by a function call to \( f_{out} \), there is a performance penalty to execute the cold region. It is a hazard to outline hot code because it will result in many runtime function calls. Therefore, an Optimal Outlining Problem (OOP) can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem: \( f_{host} \) is formed by a set of regions. Assume precise frequency \( F_i \) and size \( S_i \) information for each region \( R_i \) in \( f_{host} \), and a given budget of extra runtime calls \( K \), find a set of regions that, when outlined, minimizes the size of \( f_{host} \) without exceeding \( K \). The 0-1 knapsack problem [37] can be reduced to OOP. Consider \( N \) items \((v_i, w_i)\) where each item has value \( v_i > 0 \) and weight \( w_i > 0 \). The 0-1 knapsack problem is the problem of finding a vector with \( N \) binary elements \( d_i \) that satisfy the following condition:

\[
\text{Maximize} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} (d_i \times v_i) \right) \text{ such that } \sum_{i=1}^{N} (d_i \times w_i) \leq K \text{ and } d_i \in \{0, 1\} \quad (4.2)
\]

Given a knapsack with capacity \( K \) and \( N \) items in the 0-1 knapsack problem, we construct a corresponding OOP instance as follows. Each item \((v_i, w_i)\) represents a region with size \( v_i \) and outlining cost \( w_i \). Let \( K \) be the extra runtime call budget. The conversion complexity is linear on the number of items \( N \). Therefore, the 0-1 knapsack problem can be reduced to OOP in linear time. The 0-1 knapsack problem is a well-known NP-hard problem, therefore OOP is also NP-hard. Thus, a reasonable heuristic to find approximate solutions to OOP is necessary.

**4.3.3.3 Engineering Approach to Selective Outlining**

Given a region \( R_i \) in a function \( f_{host} \) with frequency \( F_i \) and size \( S_i \), we define the frequency ratio of \( R_i \) and the size ratio of \( R_i \) as:

\[
s\text{size.ratio}(R_i) = \frac{S_i}{\text{size}(f_{host})} \quad (4.3)
\]

\[
s\text{freq.ratio}(R_i) = \frac{F_i}{\text{frequency}(f_{host})} \quad (4.4)
\]
We adopt a popular knapsack problem greedy algorithm to estimate the benefits of splitting a region \( R_i \) out of \( f_{\text{host}} \) [62]. The greedy algorithm has tight time and space bounds and has been proved to be effective in many cases. The idea is to calculate the profit density for each region. In this framework the profit density of a region is called benefit:

\[
\text{benefit}(R_i) = \frac{\text{size} \cdot \text{ratio}(R_i)}{\text{freq} \cdot \text{ratio}(R_i)}
\]  

The regions are then sorted in decreasing order of their benefit value. Regions are selected for outlining, equivalent to placing items into a knapsack, until the constraint in equation 4.2 is violated, i.e. the knapsack cannot hold any more items.

Essentially, \( \text{size} \cdot \text{ratio}(R_i) \) and \( \text{freq} \cdot \text{ratio}(R_i) \) estimate the contribution of \( R_i \) to the total size and execution frequency of \( f_{\text{host}} \). Therefore, this heuristics favors large cold regions. Intuitively, larger regions that are not executed frequently should produce the most benefit from outlining and incur the least runtime penalty.

To avoid a situation in which the patch code is larger than the outlined region, there is a threshold for the size of a region \( R \) to be outlined:

\[
\text{size}_R > \text{SizeThreshold}
\]

### 4.3.4 Function Splitting and Patching

In this discussion of outlining we adopt the following terminology: \( f_{\text{host}} \) (host function) is the original program unit in which a region is selected for outlining; \( R_{\text{out}} \) (outlined region) is the region within \( f_{\text{host}} \) that is selected for outlining and \( R_{\text{leftover}} \) (leftover region) is \( f_{\text{host}} \) excluding \( R_{\text{out}} \) (Figure 4.9.a); \( f_{\text{caller}} \) (outsider caller) is a function that calls \( f_{\text{host}} \); \( f_{\text{out}} \) (outlined function) is the new function that is generated by the outlining process to contain \( R_{\text{out}} \) and \( f_{\text{leftover}} \) (leftover function) is the original program unit after \( R_{\text{out}} \) is split out of \( f_{\text{host}} \). After outlining (Figure 4.9.b), \( f_{\text{out}} \) becomes the callee of \( f_{\text{leftover}} \) and \( f_{\text{host}} \) is replaced by \( f_{\text{leftover}} \) in the call chain. \( f_{\text{leftover}} \) inherits all the original resources of \( f_{\text{host}} \), including the function name, patched WHIRL tree and symbol table.

The outlining transformation consists of three major phases. Summarizing collects information that is needed by function splitting. Callee generation generates the \( f_{\text{out}} \) program unit for the outlined region \( R_{\text{out}} \). Caller patching eliminates the split code and inserts compensation code in \( f_{\text{host}} \) to conserve the correct semantics. Function \( \text{foo} \) in Figure 4.10 will be used as an example of an \( f_{\text{host}} \) program unit to demonstrate the outlining process.

Assume that the identification algorithm determines that the shadowed code in Figure 4.10 is a region to be split (i.e. \( R_{\text{out}} \)).
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4.3.4.1 Summarizing

The summary information of a region is used in the outlining transformation. This step traverses the WHIRL representation of the region and collects information including:

i. **Variable access information.** There are two kinds of variable accesses: *use* and *definition*. A variable's use reads the value of the variable and a variable's definition writes a new value to the variable. For example, in the statement \( a = x + y \), variables \( x \) and \( y \) are used and variable \( a \) is defined. The variable access information is used to determine the variables that must be passed to the new program unit.

There is no need to collect access information for global variables because they can be seen by all the functions, including the newly generated program unit.

The right column of Figure 4.10 lists the variables accessed by \( \text{foo} \). The first parameter to the \( \text{printf} \) function call is a global symbol representing a constant string and is accessible by all the functions, it does not need to be passed as a parameter to \( f_{\text{out}} \). Note that the variable \( j \) is never accessed outside of \( R_{\text{out}} \). Thus, \( j \) can be converted to a local variable in \( f_{\text{out}} \) to avoid the overhead of passing it as parameter.

ii. **Local label information.** We collect all the labels that appear in \( R_{\text{out}} \). This is because labels are also symbols in a function. After the outlining transformation, the labels in \( f_{\text{host}} \) are converted to labels in \( f_{\text{out}} \). In Figure 4.10, there is one local label \( L1 \) in \( R_{\text{out}} \).
iii. **Goto and return information.** We divide goto statements in $R_{out}$ into two categories: outward gotos and intra-regional gotos. Outward gotos are the goto statements that jump to a label in $R_{leftover}$. A goto statement in $R_{out}$ that jumps to a label also in $R_{out}$ is an intra-regional goto.

It is easy to tell whether a goto statement is outward or intra-regional by checking whether the destination of the goto falls in the local label list.

Return statement information is used to insert compensation code in $f_{host}$ and $f_{out}$ so that when return is executed, $f_{out}$ returns to $f_{caller}$, i.e. the caller of the $f_{host}$.

Figure 4.10 shows the gotos, returns and labels found in the $R_{out}$ region of $foo$.

### 4.3.4.2 Outline the region

This step involves generating $f_{out}$ based on $R_{out}$. Figure 4.11 shows $f_{leftover}$ and Figure 4.12 shows the new function $f_{out} : fooNEW1$. Function splitting needs to perform the following tasks:

i. **Construction of $f_{out}$ and its symbol table.** The compiler needs to build a valid WHIRL tree and its symbol table for $f_{out}$. The compiler first
1 int foo(int p)
2 {
3     int i,j;
4     int ReturnFlag, ReturnValue;
5     i = 100;
6     if(p > 1)
7         {
8             fooNEW1(&ReturnFlag, &ReturnValue, &i, p);
9             if (ReturnFlag != 0) {
10                 if (ReturnFlag == 1)
11                     return (ReturnValue);
12                 else
13                     COMPGOTO(ReturnFlag-2,{L2} );
14             }
15         }
16     L2:
17         printf("i = %d\n",i);
18         return i;
19     }
20 }

Figure 4.11: The original foo function after function splitting

1 void
2 fooNEW1 (int *ReturnFlag, int *ReturnValue, int *iNEW, int pNEW)
3 {
4     int j;
5     *ReturnFlag = 0;
6     j = pNEW;
7     goto L1NEW;
8     printf("Never here; j = %d\n", j);
9     *ReturnValue = *iNEW; // return i;
10     *ReturnFlag = 1
11     return;
12     L1NEW:
13     if( pNEW == 3 ){// i = 200;
14         *iNEW = 200;
15         *ReturnFlag = ( 0 + 2 ); // goto L2
16         return;
17     }
18     *ReturnFlag = ( 0 + 2 ); // goto L2
19     return;
20 }
21 }

Figure 4.12: The new fooNEW1 function after function splitting
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builds an empty WHIRL tree and then clones the WHIRL tree of $R_{out}$ into the empty WHIRL tree. This newly generated WHIRL tree is not valid because both $f_{host}$ and $f_{out}$ need to be repaired to interact properly. Also, the symbol table for $f_{out}$ is initialized.

ii. Patching variable accesses. Because $R_{out}$ is only a part of the original program unit, all the variables accessed in $R_{out}$ are within the scope of $f_{host}$. Thus, when $R_{out}$ is transformed into $f_{out}$, the scope of the variable accesses must be modified to access the correct memory location.

In very high WHIRL representation, variable accesses fall into four categories:

- Load (LOAD) a variable
- Store (STORE) a variable
- Load address (LDA) of a variable (i.e. address taking)
- Indirect load and store (ILOAD and ISTORE)

In the WHIRL representation, ILOAD and ISTORE never directly access a variable in the program. Instead, their operand is a LOAD statement or another ILOAD statement. Therefore, we only need to take care of LOAD, STORE and LDA cases.

If a local variable $v$ is accessed in both $R_{out}$ and $R_{leftover}$, we need to pass $v$ as a parameter to $f_{out}$. In Figure 4.10, we only need to pass the variables in the $DEF$ and $USE$ groups. A variable can be passed by its value or by its address, depending on whether it is defined in $R_{out}$. If the variable is defined in $R_{out}$, we place it in the $DEF$ group and pass its address to $f_{out}$. Otherwise it is in the $USE$ group and its value is passed.

Because the original WHIRL tree accesses the variables directly, some variable access nodes in the WHIRL tree of $R_{out}$ must be patched according to the parameter passing scheme used for $f_{out}$. Table 4.1 lists the data access patching rules. In this table, $a$ is the variable in $f_{host}$, $A$ is the parameter to $f_{out}$, "-" represents an invalid situation that should not appear in a correct transformation. The binding column specifies how the variable $a$ should be binded to the formal parameter $A$. In the three rightmost columns of the table, the first row is the original variable access statement in $f_{out}$. The second and the third rows list the transformation needed when a variable is passed by its value and by its address, respectively.

iii. Building local labels and local goto statements The compiler converts the labels in $R_{out}$ to local labels in $f_{out}$. Essentially, it generates a new
label in the local symbol table of $f_{out}$ for each label in $R_{out}$ and modifies every intra-regional goto statement to jump to the respective new label. In Figure 4.12, the original label $L1$ in $foo$ is changed to a local label $L1NEW$ in function $fooNEW1$, and the original intra-regional goto statement is modified to point to label $L1NEW$ (Line 7 and 12 in Figure 4.12).

iv. Handling function exit. Function $f_{out}$ returns to $f_{leftover}$ in one of three ways:\(^2\)

1. The control naturally falls through the new function and returns to $R_{leftover}$. This kind of returning implies that the next operation executed upon the return is the WHIRL node next to $R_{out}$ in the WHIRL tree of $f_{host}$.

2. A return statement is executed. Originally, the return statement returns from $f_{host}$ to its caller $f_{caller}$. After the outlining, $f_{out}$ becomes the callee of $f_{leftover}$. Therefore, we need to develop a mechanism that returns from $f_{out}$ to $f_{caller}$.

3. An outward goto statement is executed. An outward goto means that the control needs to be directed from $f_{out}$ to the specified label in $f_{leftover}$.

We implement the transfers of control by creating two new variables in the original program unit: $ReturnFlag$ and $ReturnValue$ (Line 4 in Figure 4.11). The addresses of these symbols are both passed to $f_{out}$ as parameters. The integer variable $ReturnFlag$ is set by $f_{out}$ as a flag to specify the action that should be taken by $f_{leftover}$ upon the return of $f_{out}$.

Table 4.2 shows $f_{leftover}$’s action according to $ReturnFlag$ on $f_{out}$’s return. When $ReturnFlag$ is 0, the next instruction to $R_{out}$ is executed. When $ReturnFlag$ equals 1, the $f_{leftover}$ returns to its caller immediately, i.e. $f_{out}$ returns to its caller’s caller.

\(^2\)A program unit can also return by the exit() function call, but it will exit the application and we do not need to worry about it.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
passing method & binding & LOAD a & STORE a & LDA a \\
\hline
USE by value (i.e. a) & $A = a$ & LOAD $A$ & - & - \\
\hline
DEF by address (i.e. & $A = & a$ & ILOAD $A$ & ISTORE $A$ & LOAD $A$ \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Variable patching rule}
\end{table}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ReturnFlag</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>fall through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>return ReturnValue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>computed goto (ReturnFlag-2, JUMPTABLE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Semantics of ReturnFlag on the return of the new PU

In \( f_{\text{leftover}} \), we build one jump table for each region to be split. The jump table of a region \( R_{\text{out}} \) contains the destination labels of all its outward gotos. When ReturnFlag is greater than 1 on \( f_{\text{out}} \)'s return, \((\text{ReturnFlag}-2)\) is an index to \( R_{\text{out}} \)'s jump table. Thus, we can use a computed goto statement to direct the control to the proper label.

For example, the region in function \( \text{foo} \) contains only two outward gotos and both of them point to label \( L2 \). Thus, the jump table contains only one element \( L2 \). In the new function (Line 15 and 18 in Figure 4.12), the original \( \text{goto} L2 \) is replaced with a statement that stores \((0 + 2)\) into the ReturnFlag \( (0 \text{ is the index to the jump table and 2 is a constant that skips over the other two return methods}). In the original program unit, we get the proper jump table index \( (0) \) by \((\text{ReturnFlag}-2)\). Thus, the control is directed to the first label in the jump table: \( L2 \) (Line 13 and 14 in Figure 4.11).

The second new symbol ReturnValue is used to handle regions with a return statement. ReturnValue is a variable of the return type of the original program unit. When \( f_{\text{out}} \) needs to return a value, the new function does not return the value directly to \( f_{\text{leftover}} \). Instead, it saves the return value in ReturnValue and set the ReturnFlag to 1. When ReturnFlag is 1 on \( f_{\text{out}} \)'s return, \( f_{\text{leftover}} \) should directly return the value stored in variable ReturnValue to \( f_{\text{caller}} \) (Line 12 in Figure 4.11).

v. Put \( f_{\text{out}} \) into the compiler control. The compiler compiles a single program unit at a time. After outlining, \( f_{\text{out}} \) has to be placed in the background so that the compiler can proceed with the compilation of \( f_{\text{leftover}} \). ORC maintains a list of program units to be compiled. Thus, a control block of \( f_{\text{out}} \), including its WHIRL tree and symbol table information, is inserted into this list.
4.3.5 Performance Tuning

Proper thresholds for outlining benefit and cold region size are important. After experimentation with a large set of thresholds the values of 1000 for the benefit threshold and 10 for the cold region sizes were selected. This section describes some important performance tuning, based on different strategies, for the outlining optimization.

**Independent outlining vs. Collective outlining.** Regions to be outlined may be scattered throughout $f_{host}$. Two possible outlining strategies are independent outlining and collective outlining. In independent outlining, each cold region is split into a separate function as shown in Figure 4.13(a). In collective outlining a single $f_{out}$ function contains all outlined regions (Figure 4.13(b)). In this case the Flag parameter is used to dispatch control to the correct region whenever $f_{out}$ is invoked. Each outlined region in $f_{leftover}$ is replaced with an assignment to Flag, a call site to $f_{out}$ and control-flow-patching code after the call site. A drawback of collective outlining is a more complex CFG in $f_{leftover}$ which may be difficult for downstream compiler analysis.

![Figure 4.13: Different outlining strategies (shaded code is cold)](image)

**Alias Agent** When the address of a variable $x$ is passed as a parameter to $f_{out}$, imprecise alias analysis will conservatively assume that $x$ can now be aliased to any other variable that $f_{out}$ has access to. This conservative assumption may prevent downstream optimizations and result in a serious performance penalty. For instance, variables that were kept exclusively in registers might be spilled after outlining is implemented because of imprecise alias information. This situation occurs often in ORC 2.1 and constitutes a performance hazard. Our solution is to introduce an alias agent technique to eliminate this serious side-effect. Each variable $v$ whose address is passed to $f_{out}$ has a corresponding alias agent $v'$. An alias agent is a new local variable introduced in $f_{host}$. Just before the invocation of $f_{out}$, the value of $v$ is copied into $v'$. Then the address
of \( v' \) is passed to \( f_{out} \). Upon return from \( f_{out} \), the value of \( v' \) is copied into \( v \) as shown in Figure 4.13(c). Both copies occur in the same cold basic block that contains an invocation to \( f_{out} \). Without alias agents, we found that ORC often places memory spills in hot paths, e.g. into block \( A \) instead of \( B \) in Figure 4.13(c), degrading runtime performance significantly.

### 4.4 Results

An experimental investigation on SPEC2000int benchmarks reveals that:

- Outlining reduces the size of hot functions by up to 97% and incurs less than 0.21% increase in runtime function calls.

- Alias agent combined with independent splitting is the best outlining strategy. The alias agent is crucial to avoid performance degradation caused by memory spills in hot paths.

- Function outlining has less effect on enabling aggressive inlining than previously expected. Performance improvement from function outlining alone ranges from -0.62% to 4.1%. When partial inlining is enabled, performance increases range from -0.85% to 5.75%.

#### 4.4.1 Experiment Configuration

Experimental results were obtained on an HP ZX6000 workstation with a 1.3GHz Itanium-2 processor, 1 GB of main memory, 32KB of L1 cache, 256KB of L2 Cache, and 1.5MB of on-die L3 cache. The operating system was Red Hat Linux 7.2 with a 2.4.18 kernel. This experimental study is based on SPEC2000 integer benchmarks. All the profiling information is obtained by using standard SPEC2000 training data set and the reported runtime data is from the standard reference data set. Time was measured by the Linux `time` command and micro-architectural benchmarking is obtained with `pfmon`. All reported run-times were the average of 5 consecutive identical runs.

#### 4.4.2 Function Outlining Performance

Figure 4.14 shows the performance changes caused by the four strategies described in Table 4.3. Combining alias agent with independent splitting, \( A-I \), usually out-performs the other strategies. Noticeable performance improvements are observed on `gap(1.1%)`, `gcc(1.2%)`, `perlbench(4.1%)`. When alias

\[3\text{We don't include eon because our compiler cannot compile it successfully.}\]
Table 4.3: Strategy combinations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-I</td>
<td>Alias agent and independent splitting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-I</td>
<td>No alias agent and independent splitting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>Alias agent and collective splitting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-C</td>
<td>No alias agent and collective splitting.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

agent is not used (N-I and N-C) significant performance degradation occurs. Inspection of binaries indicates that the imprecision of the ORC 2.1 alias analysis results in many additional memory spills in hot paths. Collective splitting (N-C and A-C) also degrade performance because of the adverse effects of sharing patch code.

![Figure 4.14: Performance of Function Outlining](image)

4.4.3 Outlining Statistics

Table 4.4 presents some static statistics for A-I. The first row shows that function outlining occurs in many places in gap, gcc, perlbench and vortex. Small benchmarks such as bzip2, gzip and mcf, have much less regions split. If statements are the major source of cold regions in hot functions. The Function Size Reduction row shows that outlining reduces function sizes drastically (up to 97%). When the patching code is larger than the split code, outlining enlarges functions. The number of parameters needed for the outlined functions ranges from 2 to 19.

We also found that function outlining increased the number of runtime function calls by at most 0.21%. This indicates that (1) the heuristics successfully avoid outlining hot regions and (2) the SPEC2000int training data set is representative of the reference data set.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>bzip2</th>
<th>crafty</th>
<th>gap</th>
<th>gcc</th>
<th>gzip</th>
<th>mcf</th>
<th>parser</th>
<th>perlbench</th>
<th>twolf</th>
<th>vortex</th>
<th>yfp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Regions Split</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow Construct</td>
<td>if</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>switch</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>early return</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Size Reduction</td>
<td>min (%)</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-63</td>
<td>-37</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max(%)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>avg(%)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parameters Passed</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Statistics of outlining
4.4.4 Partial Inlining

A-I is also the best strategy for partial inlining. Figure 4.15 shows the performance improvements due to A-I partial inlining.\textsuperscript{4} perlbmk and gap improved by 5.75% and 3.90% because of partial inlining. vpr and parser have minor performance degradation (0.86% and 0.51%).

![Figure 4.15: Performance of Partial Inlining](image)

Surprisingly, very few additional call sites are inlined due to function outlining. The only benchmarks that have extra call sites inlined are: gap (10), gzip (5), parser (3), and perlbmk (5). These call sites contribute a very small percentage of the runtime function calls (less than 0.6%).

There are two major reasons that impede more aggressive inlining in the SPEC2000 integer benchmarks. More aggressive inlining is prevented by hot functions that cannot be inlined because they are too large even after outlining. To make matters worse, because few of them are leaf functions in the call graph, they often absorb other functions during function inlining and become even larger. Moreover, benchmarks that tend to benefit from partial inlining are often large benchmarks, such as perlbmk and gap, where runtime function calls are distributed among many call sites and there are no dominating call sites. Thus, a small increase in the number of inlined sites is unlikely to yield significant changes in performance.

Thus, where is the the performance improvement of partial inlining coming from? First, function outlining segregates regions with heterogeneous execution frequency into separate functions and improves code placement and cache efficiency. Second, our outlining includes better switch optimization and explicit memory spills in the cold paths (i.e. alias agent), which might help the compiler to do a better job in other optimizations, such as code scheduling and register allocation. Figure 4.16 shows the changes in the number of processor stalls and retired instructions when partial inlining is enabled. There is a

\textsuperscript{4}Results for partial inlining for gcc and vortex are omitted in this version of the paper because of an under-investigation bug in the compiler.
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positive correlation between the number of retired instructions and/or processor stalls and improvements from partial inlining. For example, the processor stalls and retired instructions in perlbench are reduced by about 5.9% and 9.3%, respectively. In other benchmarks, process stalls are significantly reduced in crafty, gap, and twolf. Also, bzip2 also show reduction in retired instructions (around 2%).

4.4.5 Aggressive Partial Inlining

Are the current inlining heuristics aggressive enough to take advantage of function outlining? We designed experiments where the compiler is forced to inline the outlined versions of hot functions without considering the function size constraints. The result is significant performance degradation, ranging from -1.3% to 9.6%. This result is disappointing but not surprising. As we mentioned in Chapter 3, the inlining heuristics in ORC are already aggressive and were carefully tuned. At the start of our outlining project, we knew that, excluding the large hot functions, the inlining heuristics had been so aggressive that a little more inlining would result in performance degradation. The experimentation with aggressive partial inlining shows that this sensitivity still holds for functions whose sizes were reduced by outlining.

4.5 Related Work

There is previous work related to several aspects of the design and implementation of the outlining presented in this thesis.
4.5.1 Function Splitting

Several researchers have studied function splitting [21, 64, 65, 72, 88, 91, 92, 93]. In their well-known code positioning paper, Pettis and Hansen split a function and put the hot and cold code far apart in the address space [72]. They don’t generate new functions for the split code. Control transfer between hot and cold code is by explicit jump instructions. When the two parts are located too far away from each other, code stubs are needed for relaying jumps. Their motivation is to reduce the size of the primary function, which contains the hot code, to allow important related code to co-exist in the instruction cache or to be placed in the same memory page. Their function splitting is only intended for code placement, therefore it is implemented at the link phase. Their control flow patching method breaks the address integrity of a function and is difficult to implement and maintain in high-level optimizations.

Castelluccia et al. and Mosberger et al. use outlining to increase the code density of network protocol code [21, 64]. However, they only handle if statements. Our experimental work shows that switch statements and early returns are also important causes for unbalanced execution frequency in standard benchmarks. Thus our outlining framework includes outlining of these constructs.

Muth et al. proposed the implementation of partial inlining in a link-time optimizer called ALTO [65]. They generate a new program unit to hold all the split code. Once control is transferred to the program unit containing the cold code, it cannot return to the unit containing the hot code. As a consequence, the cold program unit has to clone any portion of the hot code that is reachable from the cold region, making the code bloat problem worse. While we share Muth’s motivation, we think that their outlining and partial inlining occur too late in the compilation process to allow other optimizations to benefit from partial inlining. Very few optimizations occur after linking. In contrast, our outlining occurs in the very beginning of the backend. Early outlining enables aggressive inlining and potentially benefits all the later optimizations.

Way et al. experimented with partial inlining in early phases of a compiler backend [91, 92, 93]. Their inlining is an enabling technique to build inter-procedural regions and reduce optimization costs. They made very limited exploration on partial inlining in [93] and achieved less than 1% performance improvement. The shortcoming of their work is that their function splitting is conservative because they only consider outlining when inlining a callee. Comparatively, our outlining is aggressive because, no matter a function will be inlined or not, it is always outlined whenever we think the cold regions in a hot function is large enough. We have shown that partial inlining is not effective on enabling more aggressive inlining and the major performance improvement is from the second-tier benefits of function outlining. Better performance improvement reported in this work indicates that our aggressive outlining is better than Way’s approach in terms of exploiting the second-
tier benefits of function outlining.

Suganuma et al. propose partial inlining for a Java just-in-time compiler. Their work takes advantage of the on-stack-replacement technique [42] supported by their Java virtual machine and therefore they do not need to use parameter-passing for control flow patching during outlining, as we did in our work. Whaley et al. also differentiate cold and hot regions in dynamic compilation frameworks: they selectively compile hot code and leave cold code unchanged [94]. This technique reduces the compilation time. Because compilation time is counted in the runtime performance in dynamic compilation systems, partial compilation of a function alone yields impressive performance improvement. However, compilation time is irrelevant to runtime performance in static compilers. Moreover, transition from compiled hot code to interpreted cold code is only feasible in dynamic compilation systems.

4.5.2 Region Formation Algorithm

Hank’s intra-procedural region formation method [38] is a generalization of the IMPACT compiler runtime feedback-based trace selection algorithm [70]. Hank analyzes the CFG of a function to identify a hot region that includes the entry and exit of the function. Using the most frequent basic block as a seed for the hot region, Hank’s algorithm first traverses upward and downward in the CFG to find a most desirable path as the seed path. During this seed path generation process, Hank determines the desirability according to the frequency relevance of the successor or predecessor basic blocks. Once the seed path is selected, the algorithm tries to use similar frequency heuristics to include more relevant basic blocks to generate the hot region. Hank’s region formation occurs after aggressive inlining. Very large functions generated by aggressive inlining may significantly increase compilation time. Hank’s motivation is to repartition a large function into small regions to control the compilation time while exposing important optimization opportunities. Way et al. later contended that aggressive inlining itself might be expensive. Instead they propose an extension to Hank’s algorithm that integrates inlining with inter-procedural region formation [91, 92].

The CFG-based region formation of Suganuma et al. tries to identify cold regions in a hot function [88]. They first select some seed basic blocks as rare or non-rare according to some pre-defined heuristic. Then this information is propagated along backward data flow until it converges. Then the CFG is traversed again to decide the regions and the transitions between them.

All these region formation methods, including ours, try to separate code segments with heterogeneous execution frequency. We take advantage of frequency-annotated high-level intermediate representation to implement our region formation. Our transformation is closer to the source code and done without CFG formation. We claim that our implementation is more straightforward and easier to debug. When CFG is used to form regions high-level control flow
information is lost. For instance, the absence of this information might lead to collective outlining, which we found to be not efficient in Section 4.4.

4.5.3 Preservation of Semantics in Splitting

Komondoor et al. use function splitting to abstract repetitive code segments to a new function so that the program becomes easier to understand and maintain [57, 58]. We have a different goal: to separate the cold code from a hot function. However, their semantics-preserving methods handle problems that are similar to the ones that we met in our study: some statements, known as exiting jumps in their work, such as returns in the outlined region and gotos from the outlined region to the leftover region should simply not be included in the outlined function. Their splitting candidates are limited to single-entry regions while our splitting framework can handle side-entries to a region. Thus our control flow patching work can be seen as a superset of their techniques.

4.5.4 Code Layout

Besides reducing function size thus enabling more aggressive inlining, function outlining has another important advantage: it improves code layout. Our study reveals that better code layout is actually the major benefit of function outlining. There has been a lot of code layout work in the literature. Some of these studies only conduct code layout at a function granularity [35, 39]. Other research works do basic block layout [72]. Some of these works tried to separate cold code segments from the hot ones in the same function [72]. But they did this in an architecture-specific way (see section 4.5.1). On the contrary, our function outlining is architecture-neutral and can be implemented in early phases in a compiler.
Chapter 5

Data Outlining or Reshaping

5.1 Introduction

Fast advances in semiconductor fabrication, architectural innovation and exploitation of instruction-level parallelism (ILP) ensures that the performance potential of modern processors continues to increase at a substantial speed. However, the performance of a computer system is not solely determined by the processor. To maintain a high utilization of its functional units, a fast processor must be efficiently fed with instructions and data by a memory subsystem. Unfortunately, the speed of memory continues to lag behind that of processors. In recent decades, the clock rate of processors has approximately doubled every three years while the DRAM access speed only increased about 50% [60].

The solution to overcoming this increasingly insurmountable memory wall is to improve caching systems. Because of fabrication constraints, power consumption, and economics, the cache size is often very limited when compared with main memory. Hence, efficient utilization of cache is crucial for performance. However, because cache is transparent to application programmers, programs are often written without taking cache efficiency into account. The typical programmer designs data structures in a semantic-oriented fashion. Such structures are usually easy to read and understand, but often lead to suboptimal performance at run time. A compiler can analyze the memory reference pattern of a program and devise a new layout that increases the locality of references and thus improves the efficiency of the memory system. Similar to traditional code transformations, these data transformations must be transparent to the programmer, performed automatically, and safe.

This chapter describes Forma, a framework that improves the data cache efficiency of arrays of aggregate data structures. An extension of this framework to handle linked data structures (LDS) is discussed in Section 6.2.2. Aggregate data types, such as structs and classes, are used to model objects in imperative programming languages. When the object modeled has many fea-
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1Forma is a Latin, and Portuguese, word for “shape”.
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tues, the aggregate data type becomes very large. Arrays that contain large
data structures with many fields occur frequently in contemporary programs.
Because programmers often arrange the fields in a data type in a way that is
semantically meaningful, there is a tension between software engineering and
performance engineering that presents itself in two ways. First, the frequency
of access to fields in the same data type may vary significantly, with *hot fields*
accessed very frequently and *cold fields* seldom referenced. Placing fields with
very different access frequencies together in memory hurts performance be­
cause the cold fields pollute the data cache and waste memory bandwidth.
Second, the runtime data access pattern might not be consistent with the
access frequency distribution. In other words, hot fields are not necessarily
accessed together. The gap between software engineering and performance
engineering can be bridged by reshaping the data at compile time. The com­
piler can split a large data structure into two or more smaller ones that better
capture data locality. Correspondingly, an array of large data structures can
be partitioned into two or more arrays of smaller data structures. For iter­
ations that only manipulate certain fields of the array, data reshaping can
significantly improve data locality and reduce the memory footprint, resulting
in better data cache efficiency.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

- **Forma**, a practical data reshaping framework that can be used to au­
tomatically analyze and transform real C/C++ programs. **Forma** con­
ists of a data shape analysis, including both alias analysis and data
type analysis, structure partition planning and array reshaping transfor­
mation. **Forma** has been integrated into the IBM® XL C/C++ V7.0
compiler.

- A set of safety-checking rules to ensure that the compiler's data reshaping
plan is safe in programs that are written in type-unsafe languages such
as C and C++.

- An empirical study of two orthogonal reshaping decisions: frequency-
based object partition × affinity-based object partition × maximum ob­
ject partition; and address-arithmetic-based × pointer-based array split­
ting. Some important but subtle insights on data reshaping are exposed
by a thorough analysis and empirical study.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces
**Forma** and two design dimensions of data reshaping. Then the performance of
the different data reshaping approaches is studied in Section 5.3. Section 5.4
discusses related work on data cache optimization.
5.2 Data Reshaping

5.2.1 Overview

Previous research work on field placement and data structure splitting appears in [36, 71, 73, 101]. However, some of these studies use error-prone human inspection of C applications to make sure that the transformations are safe [36, 101]. Applying a type-safe-oriented optimization to a type-unsafe language without a proper safety assurance mechanism is unacceptable in production compilers. Rabbah et al. use field-insensitive Steensgaard style analysis to find the alias sets that need to be updated upon data splitting [71, 73]. However, alias analysis alone cannot guarantee the transformation safety. Also, as our work illustrates, field-sensitivity in alias analysis is crucial to uncovering important array reshaping opportunities in many integer benchmarks.

![Forma Data Reshaping Framework](image)

Figure 5.1: The Forma data reshaping framework

This chapter describes Forma, a complete framework that performs automatic and safe data reshaping on type-unsafe programming languages such as C/C++. In contrast with existing work, Forma is fully automatic, safety-guaranteed, and more aggressive on alias analysis in terms of field sensitivity than previous work. Forma was designed and implemented in the IBM®XL C/C++ V7.0 compiler suite.

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, Forma consists of three components: a data shape analyzer, a structure partition planner, and a whole-program data reshaper. Forma requires two passes through the entire program: a data shape analysis pass and a data reshaping pass. The data shape analysis pass includes alias analysis and data type analysis. In this pass, a storage shape graph [33] is constructed to model the aliasing relationships in the program. Forma also examines whether the data types\(^2\) of the members in an alias set are consis-

\(^2\)In this research, we use data type, data shape and data view interchangeably.
tent throughout the entire program. If array reshaping is deemed safe and beneficial, at the end of the first pass Forma creates a partition plan for the composite data structure. Then the data reshaping pass adjusts the memory accesses according to this plan.

5.2.2 Data Shape Analysis

An inter-procedural data shape analysis generates information about alias relationships and data shape consistency. Alias information provides a conservative approximation of sets of data objects that potentially reside in the same memory location. Data shape includes structural shape and array shape. Structural shape describes the field-level view of a singular data object, i.e. the number of byte-level fields, the offset and size of each byte-level field. Array shape is the view of an array. It consists of the number of dimensions and the stride for each dimension of the array. If the view of an array throughout the program is not consistent, the compiler must be conservative and give up data reshaping optimization on the array.

Inter-procedural Alias Analysis

In a program written in a pointer-rich language, such as C and C++, reshaping a data object might impact the whole program because of aliasing relationships. Therefore, a compiler needs to modify all the affected references when it reshapes a data object. Forma focuses on reshaping arrays. If an array is to be reshaped, all the references to the array area need to be modified accordingly. This comprehensive transformation requires Forma to conduct an inter-procedural alias analysis to collect all the pointers pointing to the array area.

```c
char *pc;  int i,j;
struct A {char *f1; struct A *f2; } *p1, *p2;
i = j = 10;
p1 = malloc (1000 * sizeof (A));
p2 = &(p1[j]);
p1[j].f1 = pc;
p1[i-1].f2 = &p1[i];  // pc = (char*) p1;
```

![Figure 5.2: Field-sensitive Steensgaard alias analysis](image)
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Inter-procedural alias analysis techniques differ in flow sensitivity, context sensitivity, field sensitivity, and so on. A good survey of these techniques can be found in [77]. *Forma* implements a Steensgaard style alias analysis [83] that has the following characteristics:

- It is flow-insensitive. It conservatively assumes that all the statements in a procedure will be executed in arbitrary order. Thus the control flow information is irrelevant.

- It is context-insensitive. It does not differentiate the alias relationship created in different calling contexts.

- It is unification-based. Whenever a pointer assignment is met in the analysis, the alias sets represented by the right-hand side pointer and by the left-hand side pointer are merged. The points-to sets of these pointers are also merged. This assumption eliminates the iteration over the control flow graph (CFG) that is required by inclusion-based alias analysis. Therefore, the analysis can be completed with a single pass through the entire program.

Steensgaard’s alias analysis was selected for *Forma* for two reasons. First, it is much simpler and faster than other alias analysis [43]. Second, the precision of alias relationships provided by Steensgaard’s alias analysis is sufficient for data reshaping. To reshape an array, it is sufficient to know all the data accesses to the array. There is no need to know precise aliasing relationships such as whether two pointers actually point to exactly the same element of the array. The extra precision provided by flow-sensitivity, context-sensitivity, and directionality in a more complex and more expensive alias analysis would be redundant.

Field-sensitivity is important for data reshaping because large data structures, which are amenable to data reshaping, often contain pointers pointing to different data types. A field-sensitive alias analysis is necessary to distinguish the alias relationships among different fields or between a field and its host object. The host object is the object that contains the field. For instance, Figure 5.2 depicts a code segment and the corresponding storage shape graph generated by a field-sensitive Steensgaard alias analyzer. The pointer manipulation in the example is pretty common in practice. The bold arrow represents the allocation site in the program. Thin arrows represent the points-to relationships among expressions. In the example, the points-to set is divided into two categories according to the fields. That is, field \( f_1 \) and field \( f_2 \) should never reference the same address. The field-sensitivity is crucial for this code segment. In a field-insensitive analysis, access to any field is regarded as an access to the entire host object. Therefore, \( pc \) and \( p_1[i] . f_1 \) would be in the same alias set as \( p_1 \). *Forma* would conclude that the \( p_1 \)’s alias set could be either an \( A \)-typed pointer or a char pointer. Then *Forma* would have to give
up the data reshaping of p1’s alias set because the data types of the members in the alias set would be regarded as inconsistent. In Forma, field-sensitivity is achieved by a technique similar to those in [82, 98].

Reshaping Safety

C/C++ are weakly type-checked programming languages. This means that even extensive type checking in a compiler front-end cannot detect all unsafe operations. Some of the type loopholes were intentionally included in these languages to enable performance-efficient and code-convenient implementations of system software. For example, let’s examine the commented statement in Figure 5.2. The address of the allocated memory block is cast to type char and assigned to pointer pc. This casting is very common in the implementation of low-level communication libraries: a buffer is filled with an array of high-level data objects and then streamlined and sent to the lower transferring layers. Reshaping on data that has incompatible types is dangerous and is strictly avoided in our work.

In Forma two intrinsic data types are compatible if their sizes are identical. This is a more relaxed definition when compared with that from [51]. Two aggregated data structures are compatible if (1) they have the same number of byte-level fields,³ (2) corresponding fields have the same offset and size, and (3) their addresses are either identical or don’t overlap with each other. Two arrays have compatible types if (1) their element types are compatible, (2) they have the same dimensions, and (3) the element sizes of corresponding dimensions are also identical. Two pointers are of compatible types if and only if the data they point to have compatible types.

Forma conducts type-compatibility checks to avoid dangerous data reshaping. Forma does not attempt to improve the type-safety of a program. The data reshaping transformation must be carefully implemented to avoid introducing new, potentially unsafe, runtime type errors to the program. Safety is achieved by integrating a type compatibility analysis with the inter-procedural alias analysis: the types of the members in an alias set must be compatible throughout the application. The inter-procedural alias analysis keeps track of the types of each alias set. Once a type incompatibility is found, the alias set is abandoned for reshaping analysis.

The compatibility rule is necessary to ensure the safety of the transformation. It requires that all the access patterns in an alias set be verifiably consistent. For example, if a pointer is passed to system libraries and the compiler cannot examine the access pattern in the libraries, the alias set represented by the pointer must be abandoned. Fortunately, a large set of programs satisfy these seemingly restrictive conditions [23, 67].

Section 5.2.4, introduces two array splitting strategies. One of these strategies, address-arithmetic-based splitting, requires an extra restriction to ensure

³We assume the bit fields are converted to byte-level fields.
its safety.

5.2.3 Structure Partition Plan and Array Reshaping

If an array is deemed safe for reshaping, Forma makes a partition plan for the aggregated data structure of the elements of the array. The shape of the original array will change to satisfy the data structure partition. Then Forma transforms all the accesses to the array to make them compatible with the new array shape and the new aggregated data structures.

This section describes three structure partition planners. Two approaches to reshape an array according to the structure partition plan are discussed in Section 5.2.4. Section 5.3 presents a detailed empirical performance study of reshaping and splitting.

Structure Partition Planner

A structure partition plan determines how the fields in the original data structure should be reorganized into new data structures. For example, consider the four-field data structure, \( O_{\text{orig}} \), in Figure 5.3. The fields of \( O_{\text{orig}} \) are numbered from F0 to F3. Each rectangle represents a field, and rectangles with the same filling pattern are fields that are always accessed together. In this example, field F0 and field F3 have high access affinity, while field F2 is always accessed alone. Assume that field F1 is very cold and the other fields are hot. In Figure 5.3, the fields in \( O_{\text{orig}} \) are reordered and split into three smaller structures: \( O_{\text{base}}, O_{\text{sat}_1} \) and \( O_{\text{sat}_2} \). Each new structure has its own size and offset in the reorganized data structure. \( O_{\text{base}} \) is the base structure or base object and starts from offset 0. The other new data structures, \( O_{\text{sat}_1} \) and \( O_{\text{sat}_2} \), are the satellite structures and are placed immediately after \( O_{\text{base}} \).

Array reshaping is based on a data structure partition plan. After array reshaping, different partitions of the same object might be placed far apart from each other. Figure 5.4(a) shows an array, \( A_{\text{orig}} \), of four elements of type \( O_{\text{orig}} \). Figures 5.4(b), 5.4(c), and 5.4(d) show the effects of different structure partition plans on \( A_{\text{orig}} \). In these figures, each rectangle is a field of \( O_{\text{orig}} \) and \( F_{ij} \) represents the \( j \)-th field in the \( i \)-th element of the original array. From the array point of view, the original array \( A_{\text{orig}} \) is split into one base array \( A_{\text{base}} \), which holds the base objects, and one or more satellite arrays. For instance, each element might be split into three new objects according to the partition plan shown in Figure 5.3. Correspondingly, \( A_{\text{orig}} \) might be split into three arrays, as shown in Figure 5.4(b). The first two rows in Figure 5.4(b) are the new base array \( A_{\text{base}} \) and the other two rows are the new satellite arrays. How the satellite fields are accessed depends on the array-splitting approach, as described in Section 5.2.4. To correctly reference satellite fields that are placed in satellite objects, extra address calculations are needed. Therefore, if hot fields are split into satellite objects, there might be a substantial increase.
in the number of instructions executed to compute the address of hot satellite fields.

Forma implements the following three data structure partition strategies.

\[ O_{\text{orig}} \]

![Original Array]

\[ O_{\text{base}} \]

![Affinity-Based Reshaping Plan]

\[ O_{\text{sat1}} \]

\[ O_{\text{sat2}} \]

Figure 5.3: Reshaping planning (affinity-based)

**Affinity-Based Planner (ABP).** Some of the hot fields in a data structure have higher *access affinity* than others, i.e., they tend to be referenced together. Therefore, a natural solution is to split a data structure according to access affinity: the fields in a data structure are clustered by reference affinity and each group of fields is split into an independent data structure. In Figure 5.3, the original data structure is split into three new structures. The
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first structure contains fields F0 and F3. The second and third structures hold fields F2 and F1, respectively. Guided by the reshaping plan, a four-element array is split into three smaller arrays (Figure 5.4(b)).

ABP captures the runtime reference locality more closely than the other two planners discussed in this chapter. Frequently, however, it is not easy to find clear-cut affinity relationships like the ones in Figure 5.3. For example, a field A might have high reference affinity with two other fields B and C in different iterations, but B and C might never be accessed together. In such cases, it is difficult to find an optimal partition that respects competing affinities. The second drawback of affinity-based splitting is that hot fields without reference affinity may be placed into separate data structures and arrays. Placing hot fields in satellite arrays results in substantial address computation overhead.

**Frequency-Based Planner (FBP) or hot-cold planner** uses runtime feedback information to partition a data structure into two. The first array contains hot fields and the second array contains cold elements. For instance, the first data structure in Figure 5.4(c) contains fields F0, F2, and F3. The second data structure contains field F1. A frequency-based planner only needs to calculate addresses of satellite fields that are infrequently accessed. Therefore, FBP does not require the execution of many additional instructions. However, it neither captures the reference affinity as well as ABP does nor reduces the memory footprint as aggressively as MSP, described below, does. Moreover, FBP might waste memory bandwidth and pollute the data cache. For instance, in the example of Figure 5.4(c), when the program iterates through the fields F1, the fields F0 and F3 are uselessly fetched into cache.

Currently *Forma* uses 95% as a frequency-based planner threshold. That is, it retains the most frequently referenced fields that account for 95% of the accesses to the data structure in the base object. All other fields are treated as cold and are split to a satellite object.

**Maximal Splitting Planner (MSP)** splits each field of a data structure into a separate new data structure, as shown in Figure 5.4(d). After splitting, each data structure field is stored in an independent array. An obvious advantage of MSP is that it does not require profiling information. MSP ignores the reference affinity among the fields in the same data structure and seems to be too simple to be good for performance. Surprisingly, as shown in Section 5.3, MSP achieves the best or close-to-best runtime performance among the different reshaping planners studied in this chapter. This is because MSP has three important but subtle advantages.

First, MSP always achieves the smallest memory footprint for stride-1 iterations on the array. This is because each field has its own array and no irrelevant data is fetched into cache. In contrast, neither ABP nor FBP can guarantee that the partition respects access affinities for all traversals of the arrays. Therefore, even when *Forma* attempts to take into account affinity or
frequency information, there may be traversals that fetch irrelevant fields into the cache. In modern processors, where the latency to bring data from memory is high, the smaller memory footprint generated by MSP can be a decisive advantage. For instance, it can significantly reduce misses in the lower levels of the memory hierarchy as well as in the translation look-aside buffer (TLB).

Second, MSP is especially suitable for processors that feature a hardware prefetching mechanism, such as the IBM POWER4™ processor [46]. A stream is a sequence of memory loads that access two or more contiguous data cache lines in either ascending or descending order. The processor monitors cache misses closely. Once misses on two consecutive cache lines are detected, a directed stream prefetching is triggered, and data from the memory area in the directed stream is fetched into higher levels of the memory hierarchy. The combination of hardware stream prefetching with high cache associativity allows independent streams that are accessed together to be simultaneously prefetched into different cache areas. This simultaneous prefetching tends to compensate for the loss of field affinity in MSP. Because the stride on each split array is smaller than those in arrays organized according to affinity, stream prefetching should work more efficiently. Therefore, there is no need to worry about the field affinity because the prefetching mechanism covers multiple streams consisting of fields with affinity. Fortunately, each processor supports eight independent streams, which seems to be sufficient for most applications. In the entire SPEC2000 benchmark suite, we haven't encountered any important array traversal that accesses more than eight fields. Moreover, even when there are more than eight streams in a loop, the XL compiler is able to distribute them into several smaller loops through loop fission [96].

Third, because maximal reshaping converts each field into a single object, the host object of a field contains only the field itself. Therefore, the address of the host object and the address of the field are the same and there is no need to compute the field offset. As a consequence, the address calculation for satellite fields is simpler when maximal reshaping is used.

MSP sacrifices field affinity to take advantage of field locality and reduce memory footprint. Loss of field affinity is compensated for by hardware stream prefetching and by higher associativity in modern cache systems.

A drawback of MSP is similar to the drawback of the affinity-based planner: all the fields, except the field in $O_{base}$, need to be accessed indirectly. Thus, if the field in $O_{base}$ does not dominate the access frequency of the data structure, many additional instructions are executed to calculate the address of satellite objects.

5.2.4 Array Reshaping

The last phase of array reshaping transforms the program according to the reshaping plan. To apply array reshaping to an alias set, the allocation site and all related data accesses through pointers in the alias set should be transformed.
to reflect the change of the data view.

The design of Forma considered two transformation approaches: address-arithmetic-based splitting and pointer-based splitting. In address-arithmetic-based splitting, no extra fields are introduced during the transformation, and the address of a satellite field is calculated from its corresponding base object. Examples include the transformations shown in Figure 5.4(b), 5.4(c), and 5.4(d). In pointer-based splitting, extra field pointers are introduced in the base object to link each satellite object to its base object. Soon after the array is allocated, these extra field pointers are initialized to point to the corresponding satellite objects. Therefore, accesses to the satellite fields are transformed to accesses through the extra pointer dereferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>After address-arithmetic-based transformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Oorig *) p</td>
<td>(Obase *) p’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&amp;(A[k])</td>
<td>&amp;(A_base[k])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&amp;(p -&gt; basefield)</td>
<td>&amp;(p’ -&gt; basefield’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&amp;(A[k].basefield)</td>
<td>&amp;(A_base[k].basefield’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&amp;(p -&gt; satfield)</td>
<td>index = (p’-A_base)/LEN(O_base)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&amp;(A_sat[index].satfield’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&amp;(A[k].satfield)</td>
<td>&amp;(A_sat[k].satfield’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>allocation site: A=new(N*E)</td>
<td>A_base=new(N*E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>for i ∈ [1, SatNum]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A_sat[i] = A_base + offset_i*N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Address-arithmetic-based reshaping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>After pointer-based transformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Oorig *) p</td>
<td>(Obase *) p’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&amp;(A[k])</td>
<td>&amp;(A_base[k])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&amp;(p -&gt; basefield)</td>
<td>&amp;(p’ -&gt; basefield’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&amp;(A[k].basefield)</td>
<td>&amp;(A_base[k].basefield’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&amp;(p -&gt; satfield)</td>
<td>&amp;(p’ -&gt; pointer_i -&gt; satfield’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&amp;(A[k].satfield)</td>
<td>&amp;(A_base[k].pointer_i -&gt; satfield’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>allocation site: A=new(N*E)</td>
<td>A_base=new(N*NewE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>for i ∈ [1, SatNum]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>for j ∈ [0, N-1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A_base[j].pointer_i = &amp;(A_sat[i][j])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Pointer-based reshaping

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 compares the differences between address-arithmetic-based reshaping and pointer-based reshaping. In the table, p is a pointer to
an element in the array; \( A \) is the array’s base address; basefield and satfield represent fields falling in \( O_{base} \) and \( O_{sat} \) in the plan, respectively. SatNum is the number of satellite arrays. \( N \) is the number of elements in the array. \( E \) is the size of each element in the original array and NewE is the size of the original element plus the sizes of the pointer fields introduced in a base object. The primed versions (such as \( p' \) and satfield') represent their counterparts after reshaping. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 presents seven rules to transform references into reshaped objects and arrays.

- The 1st and 2nd rules say that, after reshaping, the role of the original object is taken by the base object. A pointer \( p \) that pointed to \( O_{orig} \) before reshaping is replaced by a pointer \( p' \) to \( O_{base} \) after reshaping. All the element-wise pointer manipulations are transformed to manipulate the base object. For example, \( p++ \) means \( p = p + \text{sizeof}(O_{orig}) \) in the original program. It should be transformed to \( p' = p' + \text{sizeof}(O_{base}) \) after array reshaping.

- The transformation for the base fields (rules 3 and 4) is straightforward: their addresses are acquired by applying their new offsets in \( O_{base} \) to the pointer to \( O_{base} \).

- The address calculation for satellite fields (rules 5 and 6) differs between the two approaches. In the pointer-based approach, the satellite fields are accessed via newly introduced pointer fields for the corresponding satellite object. In the address-arithmetic-based approach, the index of a satellite object equals \( \frac{E' - A_{base}}{LEN(O_{base})} \), where \( LEN \) is the size, in bytes, of \( O_{base} \). This index is then used to access the corresponding element in the satellite array.

- The allocation site also has to be handled differently for the two approaches (rule 7). For address-arithmetic-based reshaping, one base pointer for each satellite array is introduced, and these base pointers are initialized after the array is allocated. In the pointer-based strategy, the program enumerates each element in the base array and initializes the pointer fields for the satellite objects.

Besides the type compatibility safety check, address-arithmetic-based splitting has another restriction to avoid unsafe transformations: single-instantiation. Single-instantiation restriction says that the entire alias set is instantiated by a single allocation site in the program and that the allocation site is executed no more than once at run time. This extra restriction makes sure that the base address of the array is a constant at run time.

Both address-arithmetic-based and pointer-based reshaping have their advantages and disadvantages. Pointer-based reshaping requires fewer address calculations and does not have the single-instantiation restriction. But it has
two serious drawbacks. First, it requires extra pointer fields in each base object. When the reshaping plan splits $O_{\text{orig}}$ into several new data structures, many extra fields are required. This additional data may offset the array reshaping effort. If the plan is frequency-based splitting, only one extra pointer field is needed. Second, each access to satellite fields requires one extra pointer dereference, which is often very expensive in today’s register-centered processors.

In contrast, address-arithmetic-based reshaping only requires extra address calculations when the satellite fields are accessed via an element-wise pointer (rule 5). Therefore, if individual fields are accessed often, many additional address calculations would occur. However, this problem can be mitigated by traditional optimizations such as constant propagation, common subexpression elimination, and promotion of loop invariant expressions. For example, the address of $A_{\text{sat}}[\frac{p' - A_{\text{base}}}{\text{LEN}(O_{\text{base}})}]$ is computed by the expression $A_{\text{sat}} + \frac{p' - A_{\text{base}}}{\text{LEN}(O_{\text{base}})} \times \text{LEN}(O_{\text{sat}})$. At compile time, once reshaping is completed, $K = \frac{\text{LEN}(O_{\text{sat}})}{\text{LEN}(O_{\text{base}})}$ is constant. Consider the following extreme case that highlights the optimization potential for address-arithmetic-based reshaping: under maximal reshaping it is likely that $\text{LEN}(O_{\text{sat}})$ equals $\text{LEN}(O_{\text{base}})$ because both the $O_{\text{base}}$ and $O_{\text{sat}}$ contain a single field, and thus $K = 1$. In this case, $&(p \rightarrow \text{satfield})$, that equals $p + \text{OFFSET}(\text{satfield})$, is transformed to $A_{\text{sat}} + (p' - A_{\text{base}}) = p' + (A_{\text{sat}} - A_{\text{base}})$. The expression $(A_{\text{sat}} - A_{\text{base}})$ only needs to be computed once at the allocation site. In this extreme, but not infrequent, case the same number of operations are needed before and after reshaping!

Additionally, in address-arithmetic-based reshaping, the array size is exactly the same as the one before the transformation. Maintaining the same memory requirement makes the transformation safer than the pointer-based reshaping. The extra memory necessary for pointer fields may cause the program to fail when there is not enough free memory.

Although the address-arithmetic-based reshaping strategy requires single instantiation, this restriction is not a serious problem for array-centered applications. It may become a problem in applications that use linked data structures (LDS). Section 6.2.2 discusses analysis and transformations that will be required to deal with the multiple-instantiation problem in applications that use LDS extensively.

With all these factors taken into account, Forma favors the use of the address-arithmetic-based reshaping strategy.

5.3 Experimental Study

This section presents a performance study of array reshaping. The results of this investigation may be summarized as follows:

- Data reshaping improves data-intensive programs dramatically. This
study found impressive performance gains — up to 2.1 times speedup — on three benchmarks. The seemingly naive maximal reshaping achieves best or close-to-best performance improvement on the studied benchmarks.

- Data reshaping degrades the perimeter benchmark. A micro-architectural performance study reveals that in this benchmark additional instructions required for address calculation offset the small improvement on cache efficiency achieved by array reshaping.

- Maximal reshaping is best suited for programs with stride-1 iterations in architectures with hardware stream prefetching such as the IBM POWER™ family.

5.3.1 Experimental Platform

Forma is implemented in the IBM XL C/C++ V7.0 compiler. Thanks to the modular structure of Forma, it is easy to switch on different reshaping strategies and examine their effects. Table 5.3 shows the characteristics of the machines used in this performance study.

Three of these machines use processors from the IBM POWER family. The compiler is a development version of the IBM XL C/C++ that includes Forma. To investigate the portability of the results obtained with Forma in the XL compilers, the benchmarks were modified, by hand, and run on an Intel® Itanium-II machine. This hand modification consisted of inspecting the reshaping plans created by Forma and mimicking them in the benchmark’s source codes. These benchmarks were then compiled with the Open Research Compiler 2.1 at the O3 optimization level with inter-procedural optimization. Although not applicable to a large number of benchmarks, this effort produced data that should convince developers of other compilers to consider when implementing array reshaping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>GHz</th>
<th>L1D, L2D, L3D, Mem</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Page Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G5™</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>32K, 512K, 0, 1G</td>
<td>Darwin® 7.5</td>
<td>4KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER4™</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>32K, 1.44M, 32M</td>
<td>AIX® 5.2</td>
<td>4KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POWER5™</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>32K, 1.92M, 36M</td>
<td>AIX® 5.3</td>
<td>4KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itanium-II™</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>16K, 256K</td>
<td>Linux® 2.4.18</td>
<td>16KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Characteristics of the experimental platforms, memory and page sizes given in bytes (†: DCache+ICache, ‡: off-die)

There is a limited number of benchmarks that are affected by array reshaping in the standard benchmark suites. This study uses two benchmarks from the SPEC2K suite: art and mcf. Standard training data is used for profiling.
Table 5.4: Compiler versions in the performance study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Partition Planner</th>
<th>Reshaping Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>affinity-based planner</td>
<td>address-arithmetic-based reshaping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affinity</td>
<td>frequency-based planner</td>
<td>address-arithmetic-based reshaping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freq-a</td>
<td>frequency-based planner</td>
<td>pointer-based reshaping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freq-p</td>
<td>frequency-based planner</td>
<td>address-arithmetic-based reshaping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>maximal planner</td>
<td>address-arithmetic-based reshaping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and the standard reference data for final runtime benchmarking. The memory footprints in the final run are 4.7MB for art and 190 MB for mcf. The other two benchmarks in this study, tsp and perimeter, are from the array version of OLDEN 1.3 benchmark suite. The profiling inputs used are $10^5$ for tsp and 10 for perimeter. The inputs for the final runtime measurement are $4 \times 10^6$ for tsp and 11 for perimeter. The memory footprints for these final runs are 225MB and 256 MB, respectively.

*Forma* implements three partition planners and two reshaping methods. Table 5.4 lists the versions of the compiler that are included in this performance study along with the label identifying each version in all the graphs. Pointer-based reshaping requires many extra pointer fields in $O_{base}$ when $O_{orig}$ is broken into many satellite objects. These additional pointers seriously offset the benefit of reshaping. Therefore, pointer-based reshaping is not included in the performance study of affinity-based splitting and maximal splitting.

5.3.2 Run Time Improvement

Figures 5.5-5.8 presents the runtime variations among the array reshaping versions implemented in *Forma* on four hardware platforms. For each machine, the right graph presents the actual run times, and the left graph is the normalized runtime percent variation. The baseline compiler is a development
Figure 5.6: Run times on a Pentium II

Figure 5.7: Run times on a POWER3

Figure 5.8: Run times on a POWER4
version of the industry-strong XL optimizing compiler running at optimization level 05 without any data reshaping optimization. For the Itanium, the baseline is the Open Research Compiler (ORC) 2.1 at O3 optimization level with inter-procedural optimizations enabled. Array reshaping results in impressive performance improvement for art, mcf, and tsp.

On the G5 system, the maximal split version of art runs more than twice as fast as the baseline. In comparison, affinity-based reshaping improves art by about 17% and freq-a improves it by about 8.4%. The improvement by freq-p is negligible mainly because art has only one cold field, and the introduced pointer field completely nullifies the benefit of splitting this cold field. For mcf, affinity-based reshaping and maximal reshaping result in a performance improvement of about 28%. Both versions of frequency-based reshaping improve mcf by about 16%. Maximal reshaping and affinity-based reshaping improve tsp by 6.7% and 6%, respectively. For frequency-based reshaping, the improvements for tsp range from 5.6% for freq-a to 1.3% for freq-p. The only benchmark where data reshaping results in performance degradation is perimeter.4 All the iterative behavior of perimeter results from recursive function calls as it does not contain any loops. Many common optimizations that reduce the cost of array reshaping, such as inlining and loop-invariant expression promotion, are difficult to apply to recursive code. Inlining is important because it enables further local optimizations. It is also difficult to lift common subexpressions from iterative code when the iterations are the product of recursion. A micro-benchmarking study, presented in Section 5.3.3, found that reshaping in perimeter significantly increased the number of instructions executed and had little effect on cache efficiency. Therefore, it is not surprising that data reshaping degrades the performance of perimeter. Future work will improve the reshaping heuristics to make them more conservative for recursive code.

The performance of array reshaping on POWER4 is similar to that on G5. The superior memory hierarchy on the POWER4 reduces the impact of the poor memory reference in the baseline on the run time of the benchmarks. Therefore, though still impressive, the performance improvement is less significant than that on the G5. The effect of a richer memory hierarchy on the baseline is even more pronounced on the POWER5. As shown in Figure 5.6, freq-a performs better than affinity-based reshaping on tsp. This result is the opposite of the findings in Zhong's work [101], where FBP almost always degrades performance for POWER4. Zhong et al. split fields that account for 50% of the total accesses into the base object. This threshold should be higher. Forma uses 95%. Compared with ABP and MSP, the only advantage of FBP

4 In perimeter, the major data structure of interest is quad_struct. There are no infrequently accessed fields in quad_struct. Therefore the two versions of frequency-based reshaping choose not to do any reshaping. While this information could be added to the affinity-based reshaper heuristic, it may be desirable to keep the maximal reshaper independent of feedback information.
is that it incurs negligible extra address calculations. A threshold of 50% in FBP generates many extra address calculations and thus eliminates its only advantage. Therefore, it is not surprising that the frequency-based reshaping is much worse than the affinity-based reshaping in [101].

The Itanium-II's architecture is very different from the architecture of the processors in the POWER family. The performance results reflect these differences. The performance improvement for art — 20% for maximal reshaping — is less impressive than that on the POWER family processors. This is because art often iterates on an array with stride 1, which best suits the hardware stream prefetching in the POWER processors. The most significant improvement in Itanium-II is a 45% reduction in run time for the maximal reshaping of mcf. Array reshaping in tsp results in a more significant performance improvement in Itanium-II, from 12.4% to 22.6%, than in the POWER processors. The degradation of perimeter in Itanium-II indicates that the ORC 2.1 optimizations are also limited by the problems caused by recursion.

In summary, for the benchmarks studied in this section, the seemingly naive maximal reshaping performs best or close-to-best in all the studied strategies.

5.3.3 Micro-architecture Performance Study

This section presents measurements obtained with the pfmon performance monitoring tool on the Itanium-II workstation. These measurements further the understanding of the performance impact of data reshaping. This micro-architecture performance study examined the number of retired instructions, the miss rates at different cache levels, the TLB miss rates, and so on. This section presents only the measurements that showed a correlation with array reshaping.

![Figure 5.9: Retired instructions on Itanium-II](image)

The number of instructions retired by each version of array reshaping in the Itanium-II workstation, shown as a percentage variation over the baseline in Figure 5.9, provides important insights on the effects of array reshaping at the
micro-architectural level. Frequency-based reshaping has negligible instruction increases and results in fewer instructions retired in tsp. These measurements indicate that the profiling input data is indeed representative and this allows the compiler to precisely identify cold fields. Affinity-based reshaping and maximal reshaping may significantly increase the number of retired instructions. The most significant results of this metric are the significant increase in the number of instructions executed for *perimeter* and the difference in the number of instructions executed for affinity-based and maximal reshaping. A comparison of this data with the execution times in Figure 5.8 reveals a positive correlation with the execution time of the benchmarks.

![Graph depicting L1D Cache Miss Rate on Itanium-II.](image)

(a) L1D Cache Miss Rate on Itanium-II.

![Graph depicting L2D Cache Miss Rate.](image)

(b) L2D Cache Miss Rate.

**Figure 5.10: Data cache (levels 1 and 2) efficiency**

Figure 5.10(a) shows the first-level data cache miss rates. Maximal reshaping produces significantly fewer misses in art: the level 1 data cache (L1D) miss rate is reduced by 12.8% compared with baseline. For mcf, frequency-
(a) L3D Cache Miss Rate on Itanium-II.

(b) TLB Miss Rate on Itanium-II.

Figure 5.11: Data cache (level 3) and TLB efficiency
based and affinity-based reshaping reduce the L1D cache miss rate by 21.6% and 15.6%. The effect of maximal reshaping on level 1 data cache in mcf is quite small. For tsp and perimeter, maximal reshaping and affinity-based reshaping achieve similar improvement over baseline.

Figure 5.10(b) shows the second-level data cache miss rates. Different reshaping strategies make little difference on the L2D miss rate for tsp and perimeter. For art and mcf, the situation is similar to that in the L1D cache miss rate: maximal reshaping performs best on art and frequency-based reshaping is most effective on mcf. But the difference of effectiveness on mcf is not as significant as in L1D.

The L3D cache miss rates is shown in Figure 5.11(a). There is no significant effect on the L3D miss rate of different reshaping strategies for art, tsp and perimeter. The important data in this graph is the significant reduction, 56.3%, in the L3D miss rate of mcf produced by maximal reshaping. With more than 40% access misses on both first- and second level-data cache, at least 16% of mcf’s data accesses turn to the third-level data cache. Therefore, the improvement on the L3D cache miss rate avoids a substantial number of memory references (about 6% of the total memory accesses). This improvement is important because the cost of physical memory accesses in this Itanium-II system is about 103.1 nanoseconds, which amounts to about 143 cycles.5

TLB efficiency is another important performance factor for benchmarks with large memory footprints. The Itanium-II has two levels of data TLBs (DTLB). To translate a virtual address into a physical address, the processor first looks up the first-level DTLB (L1DTLB). If L1DTLB does not hold the mapping, a four-cycle latency second-level DTLB (L2DTLB) access is required. If L2DTLB also fails, a TLB miss occurs. Itanium-II has a hardware virtual hash page table (VHPT) walker that reduces the overhead of TLB misses [49]. If the translation is not found in the VHPT, the execution traps to the operating system and a software handler is invoked to handle the TLB miss. Software handlers are extremely expensive because they execute hundreds of instructions. Of the four benchmarks studied, mcf is the only one that has a relatively high TLB miss rate. However, only about 0.5% mcf’s TLB misses result in software handler traps. All the other TLB misses are handled successfully by hardware VHPT walkers. The Itanium-II workstation used in this study has an average TLB miss latency of about 50 cycles.6 Figure 5.11(b) shows the variations in TLB misses for all benchmarks and reshapers studied. Maximal reshaping reduces the TLB miss rate of mcf by 2.3%. This is because maximal reshaping always has the smallest memory footprint. The reduced TLB miss rate combined with the reduced DL3 miss rate (see Figure 5.11(a)) explain the impressive runtime improvement of maximal reshaping for mcf in the Itanium-II workstation (see Figure 5.8).

---

5This estimate for the physical memory access latency was obtained with Lmbench 3.0.
6We used a program at http://www.gelato.unsw.edu.au/IA64wiki/PageFaultTiming to measure TLB miss latency.
5.4 Related Work

Because data cache efficiency is a major performance bottleneck in modern computer systems, extensive research effort has been dedicated to improving data cache utilization. Extant research falls into three categories: data layout optimization, data prefetching, and loop restructuring. This section presents a sample of relevant work in this area.

5.4.1 Data Layout Optimization

The goal of data layout optimizations is to reduce data cache misses by improving data locality or by reducing cache conflicts.

Structure Splitting or Reshaping

Extensive research effort has been dedicated to the study of field placement and data splitting. Using the accumulated frequencies of the member fields, Franz et al. split an aggregate data type into a hot structure and a cold one [36]. Zhong et al. presents K-distance analysis to group fields in a structure according to their access affinity [101]. Both Franz and Zhong orient their techniques for type-safe programming languages. However, their performance studies use error-prone human-inspected C applications. Applying a type-safe oriented optimization to a type-unsafe language without proper alias analysis is dangerous in production compilers.

Rabbah et al. split a structure completely and group the respective fields of various data objects together [71, 73], which is essentially the maximal splitting in this work. In their work, objects may be organized in an array, or may be linked through pointers in the original program. Their research has two shortcomings. First, they use imprecise field-insensitive alias analysis. With this conservative alias information, either important optimization opportunities will be missed or runtime checks must be inserted into the executable, potentially offsetting the data reshaping benefit. Moreover, their analysis does not include safety analysis.

Array Padding and Array Permutation

Inter-array padding adjusts array-based addresses by inserting memory space between arrays while intra-array padding modifies array dimensions by inserting spaces between array elements [74, 50]. The motivation for array padding is to change the array layout so that array elements that are accessed at the same time are not mapped into the same cache address. Array padding is very useful for applications such as dense numerical linear algebra, finite-difference and partial differential equation solvers, and image processing. Array padding and array reshaping work with different data granularities. While array padding treats objects (such as structs and classes) as atomic, array reshaping works...
at the field level. Array reshaping is only good for arrays of large aggregate data elements. Moreover, the two techniques have different benefit models: array padding reduces cache conflict misses between frequently referenced data objects while array reshaping tries to avoid bringing useless data into cache.

Strip-mining and array permutation are used to reorganize data in multi-processor systems to make each individual processor’s data share contiguous [52].

5.4.2 Loop Restructuring

Loop restructuring has been used to improve cache efficiency for a long time. Loop fusion might improve cache efficiency if both fused loops have access to the same data elements [55, 63, 81, 96]. Loop fission, also called loop distribution, splits a loop into two or more smaller loops, each of which accesses independent arrays [96]. Loop interchange, also known as loop permutation, reorders the iterations over a multi-dimensional array so that the access pattern is more amenable to data layout [3, 96]. Loop tiling, also referred to as loop blocking, improves cache efficiency by dividing the iteration space of a loop into tiles that have better spatial and temporal locality [45, 75, 95, 96]. Loop tiling can only be applied to perfectly nested loops. Some imperfectly nested loops can be converted to perfectly nested ones so that tiling can be applied. Kodukula et al. proposes a “data-centric” approach, called data shackling or data blocking, to localize data accesses [56]. Intuitively, the compiler divides an array into a sequence of smaller blocks, as in loop tiling, and schedules, or shackles, the statements that operate on each block close together. At run time, once the data block is fetched into memory hierarchy, the shackled statements are all executed.

All these loop restructuring techniques are compile-time optimizations. These techniques require that access patterns be known to the compiler. However, in some applications the access patterns are hard to predict at compile time. To deal with these situations, researchers have proposed runtime data layout or control flow transformations [31, 86]. However, these approaches have two drawbacks. First, they often ignore practical problems, such as alias analysis for safety, that are indispensable in a production compiler. Second, the optimization targets are often very specific, and reducing the overhead for general runtime transformation is still an open question.

5.4.3 Data Prefetching

Data Prefetching can be seen as an orthogonal optimization to data reshaping. Even though they share the goal of alleviating the memory bottleneck problem by reducing memory latency, data prefetching and data reshaping approach the problem from different angles. Data prefetching is a technique to tolerate memory latency by loading data into the cache when the data is expected to
be used soon. Data prefetching does not reduce cache misses; rather it reduces the cache miss penalty. Data prefetching tries to handle a cache miss earlier by overlapping the data fetching with other computations so that the data is already in cache when it is needed. Comparatively, data reshaping reduces memory latency by improving data locality and improving cache hit rates.

Data prefetching has been studied extensively. A good survey can be found in [89]. Data prefetching can be either hardware based, software based [53, 61, 85] or a joint effort of hardware and compiler support [2, 76].

The drawback of data prefetching is that it may increase substantially the number of memory accesses and the demand for memory bandwidth. This problem becomes dominant in systems where interconnections to a memory subsystem are shared by several processors. From this perspective, data reshaping is superior to data prefetching because it attacks the problem at its cause, by reducing misses, instead of at its observed effect, i.e. by tolerating misses.

Badawy et al. found that software data prefetching outperforms loop restructuring when there is enough memory bandwidth available [10]. In the same work, they also found that naively integrating software prefetching with loop restructuring does not yield additional performance improvements.

Sometimes the effects of data prefetching and reshaping might overlap. With careful data layout or reshaping, the effect of data prefetching might become smaller because the reshaped data has better locality and is likely to be in cache already when it is referenced, thus eliminating the need for prefetching. If the cache miss pattern can be predicted well by the data prefetching mechanism, data reshaping is not necessary unless memory bandwidth becomes a problem. However, data prefetching and reshaping are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Data reshaping might also facilitate data prefetching. The cooperation between maximal splitting and hardware stream prefetching in PowerPC® processors is a good example.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

The research in this thesis is motivated by the observation of heterogeneous reference frequency to instructions and data in many programs. Data and instructions that are not referenced together frequently are nonetheless placed together because programmers tend to write programs that are semantically meaningful. For instructions, codes from the same function do not necessarily have similar runtime frequency. But they may still be placed in the same function because they are closely related to each other. On the other hand, fields in the same data structure are also different in terms of runtime access frequency and pattern. We apply the idea of code and data splitting to reorganize instructions and data. Then we investigate the performance impacts of these splitting techniques. Two important conclusions are drawn in this dissertation.

First, we successfully achieved our goal of function outlining. With appropriate outlining strategies (independent outlining and using alias agent), function outlining reduces the sizes of large functions significantly without performance degradation. However, the main function outlining's client optimization, partial inlining, does not improve performance. The reasons are two-fold. First, the important large functions in the benchmarks studied are so large that they are still too large to be inlined even after they are significantly reduced by function outlining. Second, in applications where inlining was thwarted, usually there are no call sites dominating runtime invocation. Instead, runtime invocation tends to spread in a large range of call sites. The absence of a small set of dominating call sites makes a limited number of partial inlining fail to improve performance. Also, when inlining is conducted too aggressively, its negative impact becomes dominant and we observed large performance degradation.

On the other hand, we observed exciting performance gains through data outlining. Certain benchmarks in SPEC2000 benchmark suite run 2.1 times faster after data outlining. We also investigated different outlining strategies
and found that maximal splitting combined with address-arithmetic-based outlining achieves the best or close-to-best performance.

6.2 Future Work

6.2.1 Further Inlining

We identified the two major factors that prevent beneficial inlining in Chapter 3: large function bodies and recursive function calls. We showed that although the problem of a large function body can be ameliorated, it is difficult to be solved by function outlining. It has been shown that only tail recursion can be eliminated by compiler transformation [54]. For other general recursive function calls, it is possible to use recursive function unrolling to reduce runtime function calls. However, because the benchmarks with recursive function calls have large function bodies and no dominating call sites, we believe that the performance impact on SPEC2000 benchmarks will be still very limited.

6.2.2 Extension of Forma Data Outlining Framework.

Forma is a practical array reshaping framework that guarantees safe automatic array reorganization. The experimental evaluation of Forma studied the effects of design decisions on two dimensions: the reshaping planner and the reshaping method.

Forma has limitations. Although it catches important cases in standard benchmarks and produces impressive performance improvements, the single instantiation rule for array reshaping is restrictive. Because of this restriction, currently Forma only handles dynamically allocated arrays. However, many programs operate on linked data structures that are typically not allocated monolithically into a dynamic array. The next step on the development of Forma is to handle these cases. The challenge to handle individually allocated objects is the difficulty of analyzing all the dynamically allocated objects involved in a linked data structure at compile time. Therefore, Forma will need to insert a sophisticated memory pool management mechanism into the program and integrate this mechanism into the programs' memory management. Recently, there has been some work in this direction [16, 71, 73]. Adding this feature will increase the number of opportunities for reshaping covered by Forma.

A common shortcoming of existing automatic data layout optimization techniques is that they only capture very simple access patterns or use imprecise approximations. To accommodate more complex data access patterns, researchers in the area of cache-conscious algorithms have manually re-engineered applications [44, 68, 69]. Re-crafting an algorithm can produce impressive performance improvements but its high cost makes it prohibitive.
for a large number of applications. It will be interesting to compare the performance potential of existing automatic reshaping strategies with complex manual transformations. If these manual transformations are general and much more superior, we should investigate more sophisticated program analysis techniques that are necessary to automate this process. These techniques include phase recognition, access pattern (or shape) analysis, and so on. As the impact of memory accesses on performance grows, automatic data reorganization will be justified in spite of its complexity.

6.2.3 Automatic Heuristics Tuning

We manually tuned all the heuristics used in this thesis. Manual tuning not only consume significant time and energy, but also makes it difficult to tell if the heuristics settings exploit the full potential of the optimization techniques studied. This is especially true for function outlining and partial inlining. We used several heristics to control the aggressiveness of function outlining and each heuristic has a very large range of possible values. Consequently, we have a large space to explore to find the best parameters for the heuristics.

Related works have shown that it is feasible to use machine learning techniques to automatically tune heuristics [84]. We believe that similar techniques would better explore the large space of heuristic setting combinations.
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